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Ben Miller memorial held at WSU
Brian Krans

WINONAN
Friends and family of Ben
Miller attended a memorial service in his honor at Winona State
University on Monday.
McGowan Gym was filled
with memories and stories to be
shared about the late Winona
philanthropist who died in his
home on Nov. 13.
A solemn crowd listened as
friends of Miller gave testimony
to the strength of his character
and his determined desire to
improve the Winona community.
Born as the youngest of eight
children in 1910, Miller grew up
in Winona and graduated from
Winona Senior High School.

After
graduation,
Miller
attended the University of Minnesota, but because of the Great
Depression, he returned to
Winona.
Miller founded the Fiberite
Corporation and brought the
plastic industry to Winona.
He was -at the office until the
last week of his life.
Miller was an integral part of
the Winona community and
helped Winona State with constant efforts to increase standards
of education.
Thomas Markey, vice president of RTP Company, worked
with Miller for 18 years.
Markey gave an anecdote
about Miller on a trip to Asia.
Despite the cold weather of

stantly exploring everything and
was unwilling to settle for less.
"This is a guy who literally
people
gave his whole life to bettering
who didn't know
future generations either through
business or technology," Jim
who he was
Schmidt, vice president of university
advancement, said.
have been
Miller was named one of
Minnesota's real heroes by the
influenced by
Minneapolis Star Tribune.
his generosity.
Miller had a strong sense of
family and continually led his
Jerry Miller
children and grandchildren with
his actions and stories of his
Mayor of Winona
past.
"Some trees have very few
the trip, Miller fulfilled a desire
to see the Great Wall of China branches and leaves, but very
and was not content with just one strong roots. Ben provided
strong roots for his family,"
side,
Markey said Miller was con- Rabbi Marcia Zimmerman said.

Students lobby in D.C.
for higher education
Sarah Goberville

WINONAN
Last week, students of Minnesota state universities went to
lobby in Washington D.C. for
higher educational issues.
For 35 years the Minnesota
State University Student Association has been allowing for student
representation in higher education.
Students are able to voice their
concerns to the state legislature,
the Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities, Board of Trustees,
the Minnesota Higher Education
Services Office, the U.S. Congress
and Department of Education.
MSUSA, a non-profit advocacy organization that represents the
students attending Minnesota's
seven state universities, is the
organization that arranges and
funds the twice a year lobbying
trip to D.C.
"The goal of our lobby trips is
to maintain a student presence at
the federal level and to advocate
for the issues our students believe
are important," Shannah Moore,
associate director of communications for MSUSA said.
Last week's D.C. trip provided
an opportunity for students to
lobby for the main concerns on the
legislature's federal agenda.
This year some of the issues
that MSUSA chose to focus on
and voice their opinions about
were the re-authorization of the
higher education act, an increase
of the Pell Grant for the fiscal year
of 2004, efforts to restrict student
aid and reforms affecting independent students.
Representatives of students
from every state university were
in D.C. last week attending
scheduled meetings Wednesday,
Nov. 13 through Friday, Nov. 15.
During this lobbying trip

"those

Winona mayor and Miller's
cousin, Jerry Miller extended
deep-hearted sympathy to fellow
family members that the city of
Winona had for them.
"Those people who didn't
know who he was have been
influenced by his generosity,"
the mayor said.
Ben Miller placed a strong
emphasis on giving to education.
He began his first job working for his father's excavating
company by picking up the
bricks that remained after a fire
destroyed a building where Somsen Hall now stands.
Miller never lost his connection with Winona State by pushing legislators to help Winona
State get the composite engineer-

Tim
Pawlenty

GovernorElect

Budgets
affected
i after
elections

of MSUSA feel that they have

Angie Brinkman
WINONAN
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Winona State Social Work Association students Jackie Zacher and
Robyn Hjorth prepare cheese bread at the lasagna dinner the club
hosted at the Eagles Club on Sunday evening. Almost all ingredients
were community donations and the club made $310 in profit to
benefit the Winona Group Home.

Databases now easier
for students to access
Katie Rademacher

WINONAN
Winona State University has made it easier
for students to be able to access databases
from the dorms.
WSU is providing a proxy server through
the Project for Automated Library Services
(PALS) so that all students will be able to
access the databases from computers outside
of the university buildings.
Kathryn Sullivan, distance learning librarian, said, "The PALS proxy server saves a lot
of time because students are able to research
information from the databases on their own
computers and order what they need through
interlibrary loan without having to come to
campus to do so."
According to the Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities PALS Web site, a proxy server provides access to remote databases for
patrons who access the Internet from outside
the institutions registered range.
Patrons are able to set up their browser to
use the proxy server by opening the WSU
library site and clicking on "remote access"
under the services category.
Once students have arranged for their web
browser to access the PALS proxy server, they
have the ability to receive database information.
Each time a patron wants to access a data-

See Miller, Page 4

Serving food for funds

students had the chance to meet
with representatives of members
of Congress and of Minnesota's
Congressional offices.
"The general goal of our organization is to ensure that students
have a voice in every level of decision-making about higher education issues, from campus to Congress," Moore said.
Also available were staffs from
the Federal Advisory Committee
on Student Financial Assistance,
Education in the Workforce, and
the American Association of State
Colleges and Universities.
"We hope that the students who
lobby at the federal level on behalf
made a difference, and that our
federal leaders will understand the
value of public higher education,
and make fiscal and policy
decisions that reflect that understanding," Moore said.
Erika Nelsen, MSUSA vice
chair, attends the MSUSA
lobbying trips as an officer of the
organization and represents all of
the seven Minnesota universities.
"Being an officer of MSUSA,
it's important to be involved with
lobbying efforts at both levels of
government," said Nelsen.
"Having students lobby shows
that we want to have an impact on
what happens to us," Nelsen said.
Nelsen said that she thinks the
lobbying students are taken
seriously by the legislative
assistants that they meet with, and
she almost always get correspondence back from the actual
representatives thanking them for
stopping.
Nelsen pointed out that the
legislative assistants are
commonly right out of college
themselves, so many of them identify with what students are fighting for.

ing program and to get the proper funding for Stark Hall.
Legislators said $1 million
had to be raised for the approval
of the composite engineering
program.
Miller raised the money and
the program became the first
undergraduate composite engineering program in the country.
Winona State was grateful of
his donations and gave him an
honorary degree, the first such
degree granted to anyone from
any Minnesota college or university.
Darrell Krueger, university
president, said Miller believed
he was not worthy of such an
honor.

base they must log onto the WSU server to be
able to retrieve information from that database.
To do this they must enter their 14-digit
barcode on the back of their student ID, and
password.
Ellen Lawrence, a student at WSU said, "I
think that having access to the databases will
help those students that live off campus to
obtain research."
WSU had their own proxy server prior to
PALS, which was provided through the university. Patrons had to use their dial-up
modem and enter a specific number to be able
to access the proxy server.
Winona State's proxy server was kept
unknown to most students because the school
was afraid of someone hacking into their system and having too many people accessing
the port at one time.
To have access to Winona State's proxy
server the user needed a domain name and
password.
In May of this year, all students were able
to access the databases through the PALS
proxy server, using Netscape Navigator or
Internet Explorer.
"Once WSU had the access to PALS proxy
server, we were able to advertise to patrons
much more because with the PALS server
users can't hack into WSU's files," Sullivan
See Databases, Page 4
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Somewhere in the mess of computer equipment in a
restricted room on the first floor of Somsen, lies Winona
State library's new proxy server.

Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities board of trustees
approved a request for $107.6
million more in state money for
the universities and colleges over
the next two years. This $107.6
million includes $67.3 million to
cover inflation, $12 million for
repair and replacement projects
and $28.3 million for high-priority programs including nursing
and teacher preparation.
Last year the state of Minnesota had a deficit of $300 million and this year the state must
take in $30 billion from tuition
and cuts, but MnSCU will only
take in $27 billion. The state of
Minnesota needs to find the $3
billion difference.
"The colleges and universities
have calculated that they would
need an increase of more than
$300 million to fully meet their
needs over the next two years,"
Mary Choate, broad of trustees
chair, said in a press release
dated Oct. 16.
"The elections on Nov. 5 had
nothing to do with the budget, it
is who was elected that will
affect the budget," President of
the Inter-Faculty Organization,
David Bratt said.
Governor Elect, Tim Pawlenty campaigned that he would
make cuts in state programs to
decrease the state deficit. He
would not raise taxes.
Bratt said this approach is the
most likely to succeed.
"Our proposed budget is very
conservative, because we recognize that the state budget shortfall will mean lean budgets for
all state-supported institutions,"
Chancellor James McCormick
said.
Nancy Conner, a staff member of the chancellor said, "We
won't know where we stand on
the budget until Governor Pawlenty releases the official budget,
which is expected to happen at
the beginning of the year."
Conner said MnSCU is making a book that will be presented
to legislators. The book will
show how the money will be dispersed to each campus.
Due to the deficit being so
large all of Minnesota's State
Colleges and Universities will
also have to take 10 percent cuts.
These cuts will not only affect
higher education but also will
also affect state organizations
and state programs such as welfare.
"Winona State has to find an
extra $3 million," Bratt said.

See Budget, Page 4
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Student Senate Report +

♦

Wellness Center Ad-hoc committee to meet
t
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This day in histo
The International Military Tribunal begins on this day in 1945
trying German war criminals at Nuremberg. Following Germany's
defeat in World War H, Winston Churchill planned to shoot top German and Nazi military leaders without a trial, but Henry Stimson,
the U.S. Secretary of War, pushed President Roosevelt to consider
holding an international court trial. Since the trial did not begin until
after the death of President Roosevelt, President Harry S. Truman
appointed Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson to head the prosecution team. The four countries pressing charges were Great Britain,
the United States, Russia, and France.
This day in 1967 brought a victory for shoppers and consumer
advocates alike, as President Lyndon Johnson announced the formation of the National Commission on Product Safety. The newly
formed agency was charged with safeguarding the public against
"hazardous products," as well as exploring the efficacy of Federal
consumer protection legislation.
On this day in 1967 in the United States, San Jose State College
students demonstrate against the Dow Chemical Company, the
maker of napalm. Police were sent in, but the students refused to disperse and several protest leaders were arrested. The next day the students defied California governor Ronald Reagan's warning against
further demonstrations and again staged an anti-Dow demonstration.
A satellite system for transmitting newspaper content was dedicated on this day in 1978. The system transmitted The Wall Street
Journal from where it was typeset in Massachusetts to Orlando, Fla.
at a rate of 3.5 minutes per page.

Study tip of the week:
Review your notes between classes, at the end of the day and
at the end of the week. Regularly reviewing the information will
make studying for a test much more effective.
Study tips are provided each week by the Academic Assistance
Center, which is in Library Room 202. The AAC Web site, with
academic assistants work schedules is :www.winona.msus.edu/
advising/aac/

Upcoming Events
Today
International education week continues with the
Islamic center open house from noon to 2 p.m. There will be
a presentation titled "Women in Islam," at noon.
There will be a cultural perspectives on terrorism with
guest speaker Sally Cahalan, a BBC film producer at 7 p.m.
in the Student Activities Center in Kryzsko Commons.
November 20, 21
Auditions for "All in the Timing" will be held from
5 p.m. to 7 p.m. both days in the Dorothy B. Magnus Black
Box Theater. No monologue is needed.

Tony
Romaine

Student
senate
president
Well as you all know, I went to Washington D.C. with the other representatives from
respective Minnesota State Colleges and

Universities last week.
I personally feel that it was a success and
that the students' voice was definitely heard.
The new news for senate is that the Wellness Center Ad-hoc committee will be meeting for the first time soon.
Any input should be directed to me until
further notice of who the chair is that will be
chosen.
This committee will be ari integral part in
the decision making process about the first
phase of improvements on the campus, the
proposed new Wellness Center.
This committee will be focusing primarily on researching the cost, and the areas of
improvement.

Reach Tony Romaine at:
amromaine9648@webmail.winona.edu
or by phone at 457-5517

Campus Security +

♦
A student reported to Winona
State University Security (in late
October) that she was being
harassed by an individual off
campus. The matter was referred
to the Winona Police Department.
Nov. 7 — At 12:40 p.m. a
construction worker was injured
on campus at the new Science
Building Construction site. EMS
responded.
Nov. 7 —At 11:20 p.m. a fire
alarm was pulled in Lourdes
Hall. There was no fire.
Nov. 8 — At 5:50 p.m. a student reported that one of her
tires was slashed while parked
near Lourdes Hall (on the
street). The matter was referred

They will also be discussing how much
we should spend, and where the money will
be coming from, as well as, all the other various aspects of research that will unfold
under this committee.
There really isn't much more to report
this week. I hope that everyone has a happy
and safe Thanksgiving break.
If you ever have any questions or comments, feel free to stop in, call or e-mail.

to the director of security. The
damage took place sometime
between 2 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
Nov. 9 — At 7:15 p.m. security responded to Lucas concerning an alcohol violation. Alcohol
was found and the matter was
referred to the hall director.
Nov. 9 — At 9:30 p.m. security responded to Sheehan Hall
to assist staff with an alcohol
violation. The matter was
referred to the hall director.
Nov. 9 —At 11:30 p.m. security stopped several subjects on
campus for consuming alcohol.
Alcohol was confiscated and the
matter was referred to the Conduct Officer.
Nov. 11 —At 9:55 p.m. a stu-

dent reported that his unlocked
room was entered in Morey Hall
sometime on Nov. 8 between 5
p.m. and 8 p.m. A number of
items were missing. The matter
was referred to the director of
security.
Nov. 11 — At 10:35 p.m. a
student reported that his
unlocked room was entered on
Nov. 8 sometime between 4 p.m.
and 4:30 p.m. and some personal
items were missing. The matter
was referred to the director of
security.
Nov. 12 — At 8:55 a.m. a student was warned about a housing violation in Lourdes Hall by
security.
Nov. 12 — At 2:32 p.m. a

Protesters arrested
at Fort Benning
COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) More than 90 people, including
at least six nuns, were arrested
for marching onto Fort Benning
grounds Sunday during an
annual protest of a U.S. military
program that trains Latin American soldiers.
"I feel anger at the deliberate
teaching of violence," Caryl
Hartjes, a nun from Fondulac,
Wis., said as she entered the
compound, where she was
arrested.

About 6,500 protesters gathered for the 13th annual demonstration by the School of the
Americas Watch, which continues to protest the Nov. 19, 1989,
killings of six Jesuit priests in
El Salvador. Protesters said they
demonstrate because people
responsible for the killings were
trained at the School of the
Americas, a Fort Benningbased program that was
replaced last year by a new
institute. Protesters say the
change was only cosmetic.
The demonstrators Sunday
passed through the base's gates,
including one where they cut
the padlock and slipped through
fence posts to get onto the property.
Inside, a line of military
police guided protesters up a
hill where they were arrested.
Illegally entering base property
is a federal offense that can
carry up to six months in prison.
"I don't want to give up my
freedom and I would enjoy
peace and justice more, but as a

Story Ideas?

person of faith, I can't stand
back and watch the atrocities,"
Dorothy Pagosa, a 48-year-old
nun, said as she was arrested.
Post officials called the
demonstration an example of
American democracy at work
and said they'd use it as a teaching tool for students from Latin
America.
"It is America at its finest,"
said Maj. Gen. Paul Eaton, post
commander. However, he said
he was "duty bound and legally
bound to apprehend those who
violate the law."
About 7,000 people took
part in the protest last year.
Twenty-eight later pleaded
guilty or were found guilty of
trespassing — including three
nuns over the age of 67 — and
most of them served their sentences in federal prison.
Demonstrators Sunday carried American flags and crosses
honoring the alleged victims of
the abuses in Latin America.
Three protesters carried a
mock-coffin draped in black.
Others wore shirts that said
"No War in Iraq."
The Army's School of the
Americas was replaced last year
by a new institution operated
by the Department of Defense
Officials say the new school,
known as the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security
Cooperation, still trains Latin
American soldiers, but also
focuses on civilian and diplomatic affairs. Human rights
courses are mandatory.

student reported what she
thought to be a gun shot coming
from an off campus location.
Police and security responded
and found that someone was
shooting a potato gun.
Nov. 13 — At 10:22 a.m.
security responded to Somsen
Hall concerning a medical problem. Security stood by until
EMS arrived and cleared the
scene.
Nov. 13 — At 11:43 a.m. a
student reported that his locked
bike was removed from the bike
rack on the north side of
Kryzsko Commons sometime
between 9 p.m. Nov. 12 and
11:30 a.m. Nov. 13.

Shorty's
Cafe & Bar
On the Corner of Mark & Center
2 blocks from Memorial Hall
The Second Floor Party room is

pnisfi Arca* Zehol,
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November 20, 25 and December 2
Winona State English and math placement tests will
be given on Nov. 20 from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. in Somsen 331,
on Nov. 25 from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. in Phelps 101 and Dec. 2
from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in Maxwell 212A. Students must
register at the Advising and Retention office prior to the exam
dates.
November 21
OXFAM America - Fast for a World Harvest will be
from 11:15 to 12:15 in the lower hyphen of Kryzsko Commons.
A panel presentation titled, "Seeing the world as
other see U.S-student perspectives," will be held at 4 p.m. in
the Student Activities Center in Kryzsko Commons.
November 26
Thanksgiving break begins at 10 p.m.
December 2
Classes resume.
December 5
The Great River Reading Series featuring Bill Holm a
poet and essayist will be held at 7 p.m. at the Winona County
Historical Society.
December 6
The Chicago Symphony Chamber Quartet will be
performing at 7:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center Recital
Hall. The event is a benefit for the Maxwell Children's Center. Tickets will be $10 for adults and $5 for students.
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Mass communication department
expands its horizons to London
Ann Nolin
WINONAN

The mass communication
department of Winona State University and the London College
of Printing have decided to join
forces to bring students a new
learning experience that involves
both schools working together
on a project while living almost a
third of the world away.
Professor Ron Elcombe of the
mass communication department
and Frances Ross, principal lecturer and research coordinator
for the London College of Printing will be having students collaborate together on an advertising campaign for a simulated
business.
"We'll use distance learning
technology for students to work
on a project together, and never
meet face to face," Elcombe
said.
The venture has been called
The London Advertising Project
and will begin in January.
"Basically, the scenario is a
large American store opening in
London. We will be acting as an
advertising marketing communication firm, while the London
students will be taking the role of
the advertising agency that wants

The main aim is to
expose students
to the outside
world in terms of
different practices
and cultures.
Frances Ross
Principal lecturer and
research coordinator for
the London College of
Printing
our business," Elcombe said.
WSU, the client, will be evaluating advertising campaigns
that the London College of Printing students come up with, and
ranking them.
Ross said, "The main aim is
to expose students to the outside
world, in terms of different practices and cultures."
The main means of communication for the project will be
blackboard.
"Some of the project will be
done in real time via the virtual
classroom, but because of the

Criminal justice seniors
learn West coast law
Brian Kraus
WINONAN

Winona State University
criminal justice seniors exposed
themselves to West coast law
enforcement techniques from
Nov. 7 to 10.
Twelve law enforcement students took a trip to San Diego to
tour many of the resources available to them in the area.
"This trip was a great way to
get students to start thinking
about opportunities after graduation," senior Amy McAulfiffe
said.
The trip was lead and organized by James Kobolt, assistant
professor of criminal justice at
Winona State.
"He has advanced our department immensely with trips like
this and the quality of his classes," senior Doug Stokes said.
Students are chosen for the
trips by class ranking, to get
seniors out looking at the job
field.
Kobolt said law enforcement
is the only university department
where a professor is this active in
helping students with jobs.
"This is probably one of the
only types of proactive methods
a program uses to get students
actively looking at possible
careers," McAulfiffe said.
While in San Diego, students
were given tours of San Diego
police headquarters, crime laboratory and the communications
unit where 911 calls are
received.
The students also watched
presentations from the San
Diego crime analysis and street
gang units.
On Nov. 9 and 10, students
split into two groups and did 10hour ride-alongs with San Diego
police officers from 2 p.m. to
midnight.
Also on Nov. 10, all of the
students attended a career fair
expo hosted by the San Diego
Police Department and the San
Diego Sheriff Department.
Fifty law enforcement agencies from California, Arizona,
Nevada and other western states

also attended the fair.
"They were surprised we
were there from Minnesota,"
Stokes said.
Some law enforcement agencies were offering higher pay
incentives for graduates with a
four-year degree.
"Our students were very
attractive to them," Kobolt said
of the Winona State seniors.
Stokes was looking at the programs at San Jose and Santa
Monica.
San Jose was offering a 12
percent pay increase and retirement incentives for students with
a four-year degree.
San Diego was chosen for the
trip because of their reputation
on community policing, and the
willingness to help Winona State
students make arrangements for
their trip.
Transportation for the trip
was paid for, but students had to
pay for hotel rooms, shuttle costs
and meals, which amounted to
approximately $250 to $300 per
person, Kobolt said.
The hotel rooms were $216
for the whole trip, each room
split by four students.
Funding for the trip was supplied by grants from Winona
State student government for
$1,500; Winona State foundation
for $1,000; and the remainder
was from the law enforcement
ride-along account.
Funding also determines the
number of students who can go
on these trips, Kobolt said.
A trip for spring may not happen because of the cost of this
one, Stokes said.
Students also used law
enforcement equipment on their
ride-alongs, which was donated
by the Dakota County Sheriff
Office and the Kansas City
Police Department.
"Kobolt is big on networking," said Stokes.
Other trips for the criminal
justice department have been to
Detroit, Minneapolis and Kansas
City.
Kansas City has hired more
qualitative Winona State graduates in the past, Kobolt said.

time difference, a lot will be
placed on the board," Ross said.
In order for students to participate in the program at the
London College of Printing, they
must be second year students.
The London College of Printing does not require students to
specialize in a certain field until
their third year.
However, "65 to 70 percent of
students do take the advertising
path," Ross said.
Winona State students are
upper-level students mostly having some type of advertising
background.
It is a new course at WSU and
approximately 20 students have
signed up.
The London College of Printing has done projects like this in
European colleges, but never
America.
"This is a pilot for us," Ross
said.
Elcombe said there are two
main centers for advertising in
the western and English speaking world.
Those two centers are London
and New York.
The idea for this project came
when Elcombe took his sabbatical last fall in London.
He had decided that he was
going to try to make some con-

tacts for the university while in
London.
e A former student had told
Elcombe that the London College of Printing would be a great
place to contact.
" I have wanted to do something like this for quite some
time, but didn't have the contacts," Elcombe said.
The college agreed to meet
with Elcombe and the process
began.
"It was a great match," Ross
said.
Currently, a faculty exchange
is taking place. Ross was at
Winona State last week to work
out the details of the project, and
to lecture to classes.
Elcombe will be going to
London in February to do the
same.
Elcombe received a grant for
this faculty exchange, and hopes
that it will help develop the
groundwork for future study
abroad programs for students.
Ross said that since Elcombe
went to London, other American
universities are talking about the
same thing.
Elcombe said the project has
the potential to continue in future
years, depending upon how it
works and how it is received.

bine-in or use our convenient
drive-up window.
Cali in orders welcome!
Open 10:30 a.m. 10:00 p.m. boly
-

What makes a Butterfiturger like no
other burger? No, we dont grill in
butter -- or any oil for that matter.
And, no, we done mix butter in with
our lean, fresh. (never frozen) ground
chuck, Instead, we lightly butter
the toasted crown of the bun and
serve it hot and fresh; thats what
makes it taste like Culvers,
(507) 457-9030
1441 Service brive
Winona, MN 55987

America's favorites made fresh'

Check us out online at:
www.winona.edu/winonan

Straight out of Nairobi, Tiberius Mose and Milton Nyagaya plug in and
check back home through any one of WSU's almost io,000 Internet ports.
Tiberius utilizes the Web to follow the Kenyan national elections and to talk
politics and soccer with friends a hemisphere away.
Broadcaster Milton keeps up to date with world news online and entertains
family members with tales from the U.S.

"From anywhere on campus,
I can communicate to anyone who is out there."
- M.N.

FBI investigates medical
lender's financial offices
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Federal agents searched the
offices of a troubled lender that
provides cash-flow financing for
health care operators, the latest
problem for the company whose
financial struggles have caused
problems throughout the medical
industry.
National Century Financial
Enterprises did not know the reason for the search, which began
Saturday and continued Sunday,
or what the agents took, said
company spokesman Jim Nickell.
Two dozen FBI agents with a
federal warrant searched through
company documents and computer files.

The FBI would not comment
on the raid.
Hospitals, doctors, nursing
homes and other providers use
National Century as a middleman to avoid waiting months for
payments from insurance cornpanics and government programs
such as Medicare and Medicaid.
The company has not made
payments to its 60 client health
providers in weeks.
Some of the company's customers have hundreds of locations across the country, and at
least two have been forced into
bankruptcy.
Those companies say the situation could threaten their ability
to care for patients.

Winona State Laptop Program
www.winona.edu/laptop
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Miller
"We must insist on
enhanced educational quality," Miller said upon receiving
his degree. "Good education
doesn't come cheap."
Louis DeThomasis, Saint
Mary's University president,
spoke about Miller's candor
for other people.
"Ben's respect for the
world and the people in it was
so practical," DeThomasis
said.
Miller also founded the
Miller Academic Mentoring
Program in August 2002.
The program has a mentor
spend one hour a week to aid
in their education.
Cindy Althoff, the program
coordinator, told the audience
how the program has affected
many individuals, students
and mentors.
Miller believed in investing

Budget

Continued from Page 1
in young people, Schmidt
said.
Not only believing in higher education, Miller knew that
quality health care was a vital
factor in a community.
Gary Evans, president of
Hiawatha Broadband Communications, said, "Ben knew
the quality of life would suffer
without quality healthcare."
Roger Metz, president
emeritus at Memorial Hospital, spoke of how generously
Miller repeatedly and constantly gave to the hospital.
"He taught me how to give
back," Metz said.
In the 1970's, Metz told
Miller the Winona Manor
needed a new handicap van,
and after a brief discussion,
Miller donated one.
In the 1980's, Miller paid
for a new mammography

machine and made sure that
all mammograms would be
under $50.
"He made sure people who
needed it, got it," Metz said.
Miller also donated over $1
million to over 650 patient's
accounts who could not pay
for their healthcare.
"No matter where he was,
he always had the community
on his mind," Metz said.
Escorts and valets for the
service were students who
volunteered for the event
because Miller touched their
lives in some way, either
through the Miller Brothers
Scholarships or the engineering program.
On Tuesday, a Community
Jenny Butler/WiNoNAN
Reading project was dedicated
in his name at the Winona Miller's memorial service on MonPublic Library
day night attracted a large crowd
of friends and family.

Continued from Page 1

There are three ways that
Winona State can go about
gaining this extra $3 million.
The first way is to cut services that are offered. This
would mean cutting back on
many of the employees that
currently work in many offices
around campus. It wouldn't
just be cutting back office
employees; many teachers on
campus might also be cut.
The second way for WSU to
get the extra money would be
to raise tuition. The request
made by the board of trustees
assumes a 3 percent average
tuition increase per year for the
next two years.
The third option would be to
do both of the above options.
Split the deficit in half and get
$1.5 million from employee
and staff cuts, and get the other

Databases

$1.5 million from raised
tuition.
"While we are committed to
maintaining a top-quality educational environment, the board
agrees that some of those
improvements should be postponed until the economy
improves.
If we receive the amount we
requested, we will be able to
hold down tuition increases and
shield our students from additional financial strain," Choate
said.
Aside from taking these 10
percent cuts MnSCU has calculated that 9,000 more students
will be attending state colleges
and universities in Minnesota.
Conner said MnSCU is working really hard to get the extra
money to help fund all of these
new students.

Continued from Page 1

said.
Digital Library is a database that includes informaStatistics show that since WSU has provided tion about computer sciences.
the PALS proxy server, students have been accessThe Art Museum Image Consortium (AMICO),
ing databases from off campus computers more database provides educational use of museum muleach month.
timedia.
Winona State librarians have sent out an e-mail
Annual Reviews, provides information about
and have publicized the PALS proxy server on biochemistry, biophysics, biology, genetics and
each of the databases opening page, to make it eas- physiology.
ier for students to be aware of PALS proxy
CQ Researcher is an electronic version of the
server when they are having problems gaining paper journal.
entry to the databases from their home or dorm
Ethnic NewsWatch Historical, includes more
room.
than 200 publications of ethnic, minority and
With the PALS proxy server patrons are able to native press.
have access to all of the old databases in addition
Evans Digital provides information about a colto 17 new ones that were added this year.
lection of works of early American history, literaAssociating for Computing Machinery-ACM ture, philosophy, religion and more.

Gender Watch, provides information about pub- mation about chemistry news and easy hand books
lications that focus on the impact of gender across to use.
a broad section of subject areas.
Wilson Education Full Text, is a database that
New York Times Historical is full text of the provides access to education journals from 1983 to
New York Times from 1851-1999.
the present.
PsycArticles is a database containing informaCurrent Index to Statistics, includes bibliotion from journals published by allied organiza- graphic indexes to publications in statistics and
tions.
related fields.
Reuters Business Insight has reports on busiGateway to the Middle Ages and Renaissance,
ness and industries.
is a database that provides books and journals
Safari Tech Books Online is a database of up- focusing people, places and things of the Middle
to-date computer science books.
Ages and Renaissance.
Science Online, supplies diagrams, biographies,
MathSciNet covers the world's mathematical
definitions, timelines and essays on science topics literature since 1940.
for the classroom.
This year Winona State received more funding
ChemVillage, is a database that includes infor- allowing them to purchase more databases.

Classifieds
Spring Break
***ACT FAST! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts!... 1 888
THLNK SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept
2626)/ www.springbreakdiscounts.com
SPRING BREAK to Mexico with
Mazatlan Express. (800) 366-4786
or www.mazexp.com
ACAPULCO-BIANCI-ROSSI
TOURS-SPRING BREAK! The
only companyexclusive to Acapulco!
That's why we're the BEST. "Go
Loco In Acapulco" with the #1
Spring Break Company in Acapulco
for 16 years! Call 800-875-4525
Today. www.bianchi-rossi.com . Be a
Rep, travel FREE - ask how!

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas!
Campus Reps Wanted! Best Prices.
Free Parties & Meals! 1-800-2347007 endlesssummertours.com
Just give us 2 hours of your time
per week until Spring Break &
travel free! South Padre Island,
Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan. No time &
just want to go? Huge on-site parties & best prices. Friendly Help 800-821-2176 or email:
tripinfo@InertiaTours.com
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break 2003 to Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica or the
Bahamas for FREE! Call us now at
1-800-293-1443 or email us at
sales@suncoastvacations.com !

SPRING BREAK '03 with StudentCity.com! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica and
more!, FREE FOOD, FREE
DRINKS and 150% Lowest Price
Guaranteed! REPS WANTED!
Organize 15 friends and get 2 FREE
TRIPS! Also earn extra cash and
bonus prizes just for promoting StudentCity.com! Call 1-800-293-1445
or e-mail sales@studentcity.com
today!
Earn a free trip, money or both.
Mazatlan Express is looking for students or organizations to sell our
Spring Break packages to Mexico.
(800) 366-4786
Before you Spring Break, e-break!
The on-line authority for Spring
Break 2003! Visit
www.ebreaknow.com for all your
Spring Break needs.

Students

Help Wanted

Need to sell something? Run a
classified in the Winonan. It's cheap
and easy! Call Mike at 457-5677 or
e-mail winonanads@winona.edu

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the program!
It works. Contact CampusFundraiser
at (888) 923-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Full-size Mattress Set COMPLETE
w/frame. Brand new, still in bag,
$500 value, Sacrifice for $185.
Delivery available, 608-304-2337
Want to know where your man
really is tonight? Let us find out!!!
Contact us @:
caught@mail.com
Is he or she the cheating type?
Let us find out for you!!!
Contact us:
caught@mail.com

M/F Subleaser needed for spring
semester 2003. Live with 3 female
WSU students in apar tment.
$175/month, utilities and heat paid!!!
Own BD with closet. Located on
Franklin St., Winona. Contact Elizabeth to check out your new home!
(507) 269-6051
lizhutter@hotmail.com

Make your belly a happy belly. Call us for delivery. Even late.

ErbertgOerbert'l
sues

Visit our location at 105 West 3rd Street,
Winona, MN

474-3727

c L U e s

It's in your head, get it in your stomach.
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SPOTLIGHT

t Cetera

Flip to Page 7
to unlock the
magic of
`Harry Potter'

Exhibition of art
focus of Japan fair
Naomi Ndubi
WINONAN

Seamus Boyle/Winonan

This year's Japan fair, organized in
style by the Japan club members, displayed works of photography, fine prints,
hand-printed greeting cards, calligraphy,
performance art and origami.
The Japanese Taiko drumming is
intense, it takes the listener back to the
roots of why drumming was invented: to
reach ecstatic and visionary states, in
communal tribal celebration.
The speed of the drumming hasa hypnotic, tribal feel.
The tea ceremony was one of the many
activities for the day at the fair. "The tea
ceremony is an aesthetic pastime unique
to Japan that features the serving and
drinking of green powdered tea,"
Maviko, a WSU student from Japan, said.
Japan teas are filled with polyphenols
and phytochemicals that are almost as
100 times as powerful as the anti-oxidant
found in vitamin C. Tea polyphenols are
primarily known as catechins that prevents uncontrollable growth of new blood
vessels.

Some other activities included origami paper folding. "Origami is a traditional Japanese art of folding paper into a
variety of decorative or representational
forms, as animals and flowers," said
Ayako Onuki, a member of the Japanese
club.
A booth was set up for patrons to write
calligraphy. People also had the chance
to watch their names printed into Japanese characters, with a special ink and
brush.
Visitors delighted in chatter and joyful
laughter as they had an authentic taste of
Japanese food and interacted freely in an
informal atmosphere.
Everything from to contemporary art
to food was on sale during the four-hour
event.
There was a photo shooting session for
individuals, who tried different Japanese
traditional costumes.
Onuki said this year's fair had a high
turnout compared to last year's because
they are now more familiar with what
people like and it was easier for them to
organize everything to different tastes and
preference.

As part of a Winona State University lyceum series performance, David Marchant, in the climax of his interpretive dance piece titled "December" thrusts his body to mimic the shockwave of an atom bomb blast.

Passion the key for
breathmtaldng dance
Naomi Ndubi
WINONAN

David Marchant, a dancer and
choreographer, conducted a dance
seminar at Winona State this past
week.
Marchant, who works as a senior
artist-in-residence, at Washington
University in St. Louis, has a great
amount of dance experience.
Marchant is an Associate Artist of
the Artek Contemporary Dance
Company.
He also performed professionally
from 1989-1991 with Utah's Repertory Dance Theater and was Assistant Artistic Director of Corning
Dances and Company from 19911993.
"I loved dancing, but I always
wanted to be a psychologist,"
Marchant said.
"My formal education on dance
began when I was an undergraduate
at the University of Illinois. I never
envisioned that I could make a lifetime career. I just kept getting deeply
committed to it."
Marchant has performed nationally as a dancer and choreographer
but has become a career teacher.
"Teaching is my first passion,"
Marchant said.
After receiving his Master of Fine
Arts from the University of Iowa,
Marchant had an invitation to audition for the Utah Repertory Dance

he
eventually
Theater
and
received the opportunity to teach.
When asked for his definition of
dance, he said verbal language is
important for humans to communicate, but he also stressed the fact that
not every one communicates in
words.
He pointed out that dance is the
ultimate expression of unity of body
and soul, and is therefore viewed
with ambivalence.
He acknowledged that dance is
both his lifestyle and his passion.
He then prepared the audience for
a dance performance by asking them
to close their eyes, as he inhaled and
open when he exhaled.
Therefore, it was a repeated pattern of opening and shutting of the
eyes.
The tape was on, the lights were
off and he then advanced quietly to
the stage.
Dressed in a t-shirt and a sheet
tied around his waist, Marchant
stood on the stage as dimly lit lights
focused on the stage.
He responded to the different
rhythm of his taped breathing, first
slowly then faster as the breathing
got more intense and faster. The
dance was similar to a scene from a
love story.
Marchant took the crowd by
storm. No one was sure what to
expect when they opened their eyes.
The crowd was mesmerized;
David Marchant was actually stand-

ing in front of his audience with
nothing but his underpants, which
looked exactly as the color of his
skin.
One member of the audience said
Marchant's performance was exciting.
The audience member then said,
in an audience talk-back, "As I
opened and closed my eyes, it was
like a dream really, and then I saw
him standing right
there with his back to the audience, I
didn't know how to react because to
me it was like a dream.
"I didn't expect to find it still
there when I opened my eyes but it
was all happening; it wasn't a
dream."
Marchant explained that watching a dance piece is a multi-sensory
experience.
We hear the music or the voice
and see the movement of the performer.
Costumes add to the overall
enjoyment and understanding of the
piece.
Watching a dance recital can be
one of the finest cultural experiences.
Marchant said, "Often one begins
a choreography project with one
thought in mind or a specific point of
view on a subject, and as it develops
it begins to take on a life of its own.

Seamus Boyle /WINONAN

Ayako Yamazaki translates people's names into Japanese characters
at the calligraphy booth at Saturday afternoon's Japan Club fair.

Program raises awareness, involvement in community
The WILL program at Winona is
vices, nursing, education and business.
On campus, the WILL program pro- modeled after the charter WILL proBrigitte Demasi
motes and builds an activist environ- gram at the University of Richmond in
WINONAN
Richmond, Vir. Established in 1980, it
ment that engages students.
Many speakers, musicians and films has attracted considerable national
The Women Involved in Living and
are sponsored by the WILL program attention in recent years.
Learning program is perfect for Winona
The Wellesley College Center for
each year, which greatly enriches
State students who are concerned about
Research on Women has researched the
Winona State's culture.
community issues and are passionate
Tamara Berg, director of the program's structure and impact extenabout life.
women's studies program, also serves sively.
Those interested in making WSU a as Winona State's WILL program direcSpecifically, the WILL program at
better place to live and learn are the
WSU aims to encourage critical thinktor.
types of students that the WILL proMaggie Weller, a senior, is the WILL ing, intellectual curiosity and active
gram is searching for.
student body president this year. She is learning opportunities that empower
The WILL program is associated majoring in psychology and women's women as leaders during and beyond
with the women's studies academic protheir college tenure.
studies.
gram on campus. These students origiThe program also wishes to foster a
Weller said, "My experience at WSU
nate from a variety of geographical, eth- has been enriched very much by the deeper understanding of women's
nic, cultural and racial backgrounds. WILL program. I have learned a lot diverse roles and contributions to sociThey major in all different areas, includ- about myself and the space that I'm in." ety.
ing humanities, sciences, social ser-

Increasing awareness of obstacles
women have faced, and are facing, is
another issue that needs addressing.
The program also strives to promote
the self-esteem and self-confidence of
its members while providing opportunities for women to explore career and life
choices.
WILL students are working to
achieve these goals through a variety of
activities.
Students plan, organize, execute and
participate in campus events and community action projects.
For example, WILL students can
choose a book to read for the WILL
book club, then discuss it in an intimate
meeting with the author.
WILL students may choose to participate in a mentoring program that

pairs WILL students with girls at a local
middle schools.
Currently, WILL students are collecting books to donate to the national
Women's Prison Book Project.
These are only a few examples of the
many ways WILL students may elect to
improve their lives or the lives of
women in their community, or in another state or country. .
In short, the WILL program has
something to offer for everyone.
WILL book club coordinator Nikki
Gruis said, "The WILL program is an
awesome opportunity that allows for
Women's Studies students to show their
activist spirit and to engage in a wide
variety of diverse interests."
For more information, check out
www.winona.edu/womensstudies/will.
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Happenings People need global
climate education
Nov. 21-23

"The Nutcracker" will be performed in the Page
Theatre at Saint Mary's University, at 7:30 p.m.

Nov. 24
Jeff Strom will be performing a percussion recital in
the PAC Recital Hall at 2 p.m. Admission is $5 for adults,
$3 for students.

Chris Benda
Environmental
Columnist

Nov. 25
The WSU String Ensemble perform at 7:30 p.m. in
the Recital Hall of the PAC. Admission is $5 for adults, $3 for
students.

Nov. 29
Kate Morrissey will be playing at 8:30 p.m. at the
Acoustic Cafe.

Nov. 30
Brian Crigler will be playing at the Acoustic Cafe at
8:30 p.m.

Dec. 6
Jazz Ensemble and Batucada Nossa Senhora will
perform at 7:30 p.m. in the Page Theatre at Saint Mary's
University.

Dec. 7
WSU Concert Choir, in co-sponsorship with Central
Lutheran Church Senior Choir will be performing a
"Messiah" sing-in, with WSU conductor, Harry Mechell at
7 p.m. in Somsen Auditorium:

Dec. 8
Senior Dance recital (showcase) at 2 p.m. in the
Performing Art Center's Mainstage.

Dec. 10
At 7:30 p.m. there will be a Chamber Music Recital in
the PAC Recital Hall. Admission is $5 for adults and $3 for
students.

Last year I wrote an article about the phenomena often
referred to as global warming and presented the facts and
the unknowns of the issue, as I understood them.
Two weeks ago, columnist Jacob LaRow wrote about the
"junk science underlying the fantasy of global warming." I
feel compelled to respond and although last year's column
clarifies some of the issues, I will not reiterate them here,
but you can find the article at www.winona.edu/winonan/
f2001/11-14/benda.htm.
First off, global warming and global cooling are
consequences of a process called global climate change.
Global climate change is never occurring simultaneously
over the earth, at any one time, some localities may be experiencing a warming event while others a cooling event. I
also wish to clarify some misunderstanding that may exist
regarding rising sea levels. Expected is the rise in sea levels
with an overall warming of the atmosphere, but this is not
due to melting ice.
Much of the world's ice is floating and mountain glaciers
have been retreating throughout the Earth's history. The sea
level will rise with a temperature increase of only a few
degrees because of thermal expansion of liquid water. This
same process causes mercury in a thermometer to rise and
fall. This process is not new; biogeographers and geologists
know that sea levels have fluctuated greatly over the history
of the earth.
I find it interesting that within the discipline of climatology there is uncertainty at best about the extent of global climate change, as well as when and how fast the changes will
occur. That change will occur is undeniable.
Given that these scientists spend their days studying an
extremely dynamic and intense process and still have major
uncertainties, I find it humorous when non-scientists
adamantly assert that climate change is nothing for us to be
concerned about.
LaRow said, "There are skeptical scientists whose opinions aren't heard because of a political agenda." There has
been little effective change in policies that are destroying
our life support system despite scientific uproar because of a
strong political agenda. That political agenda right now is
working to make some selective interests very wealthy.
He quotes atmospheric research scientists who state,
"The fossil fuel greenhouse effect is an energy problem that
cannot be regulated away." I also made this assertion last
year in my article relating to the Bush Administration's

rejection of the Kyoto Agreement. President Bush called the
treaty arbitrary and ineffective. He is correct, the extent of
problem would require greater reductions than the modest 7
percent lower emission levels than those in 1990 to really
have a substantial effect on climate change.
How that relates to the solution of doing nothing and
swinging the pendulum towards the problem is what confuses me.
Obtaining coal is not exactly environmentally friendly
either, but since all of our raw materials can only come from
this planet, some excavation is essential.
However, mining is an extensive, destructive process and
is necessary to provide a decent quality of life. LaRow indicated, "The solution is to focus on new energy technology
rather than irresponsibly and ignorantly implementing a
damaging treaty with regards to global warming with no
real consensus on whether humans have anything to do with
it.
Global climate change is the single greatest environmental factor and the current exponential nature of temperature
increase justifies action because by the time nonscientists
start seeing obvious environmental damage, the inertia will
be too great to overcome. Ecologists have observed obvious
environmental damage, but have failed to convince the large
populations disconnected with nature.
I also wonder how to focus on new energy technology
without regulating the older and cheaper energy sources.
How does not regulating emissions result in cleaner air? As
long as this country continues to invest in oil and coal for
energy, alternative energies, which have been around for
decades, will never be implemented.
There are huge gains needed to improve energy efficiency in almost every application. As long as it is more expensive than the status quo, the unnecessary waste will continue, though. However, the added expense of rising health
insurance from respiratory illness and environmental damages makes the true cost astronomical.
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Christine Todd Whitman stated recently that preventing asthma in
children is one of her agency's top health concerns.
Many Americans feel that we should not continue to
invest in the unstable, destructive energy regime that we are
dependent on, for the profit of relatively few and the
expense of the only planet we are able to colonize.
If we cannot "accommodate growing energy consumption today" with the use of renewable and safe energy
sources like LaRow states, then we need to seriously investigate the reasons why energy demand is increasing and
make some hard decisions regarding the vitality of those
reasons. We may need to reevaluate why air pollution is
necessary to remain "economically competitive."
Personally, Aldo Theopold sums up my feelings. "For us
of the minority (in 1948), the opportunity to see geese is
more important than television, and the chance to find a
pasque-flower is a right as inalienable as free speech."
Reach Chris Benda at cdbenda8344@webmail.
Winona. edu

Herdage day to
Native American Heritage Day be held at WSU
I Ui

Thursday, November 21st, 2002
New Student Union Activities Center

Native American Heritage Day is scheduled to be held at Winona
State University on Thursday, Nov. 21.
Events will take place in the Kryzsko Commons Student Union
Activities Center throughout the day. All activities are free and open
to the public.
At 11 a.m., opening remarks will be made by Tracy Martin, a
member of the Ojibway Nation and a Winona State secondary education student.
The Native American written and directed film "Smoke Signals"
will be played at 11:15 a.m. Turtle Mountain Chippewa member and
WSU sophomore Casey Granbois will provide commentary.
Professor Cindy Killion of the Winona State Mass Communication Department will discuss and display Native American imagery
from the times of Columbus to the present day in "Native Images in
the Dominant Culture" from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
Florence McGeshick Garcia, Ph.D., Dean of Students at Metropolitan State University, will address the education of Native American students from boarding school days to the present from 2 to 3
p.m.
From 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., the Native American Literature Display
will be open for browsing and purchasing literature about the Native
American culture, courtesy of the Winona State Bookstore.
This day of events is sponsored by the Winona State University
Cultural Diversity Office.

Schedule of Even s
11:00am

Opening Remarks
Tracy Martin
WSU Student. Secondary Lducation Major
Ojibway

11 15- 2:30pm

Movie "Smoke Signals"
Commentary by Casey Granbois
Sophomore WSU Student
Enrolled member of Turtle Mountain Chippewa

12 30-2:00pm

'Of Mice and
Men' auditions
coming soon

"Native images in the Dominant Culture"
Pr [ester Cindy Killion
WSU Mass Communication Department
Brief history of images from Columbus - discovery to present
day,

2:00-3:00pm

11:00- 4: Opp

"Pages of American Indian Education"
Dr, :Florence McGeshiek Garcia,"aste Henumpawe
(Good Woman Comes Out)
Dearfof Student Services, Metropolitm State University
Dn. Garcia's presentation will address the education of
American Indian students from boarding school days to the
present. She will discuss concepts designed to increase access
and retention for American Indian students and other diverse
groups,

Native American Literature Display
Peruse and purehase literature about Native American culture
Courtesy of WSU Bookstore

See you there!
Refreshinezts provided by Chart ell's Dining Services

Sponsored by WSU Cultural Diversity Office

4

Rochester Civic Theater, in Rochester, Minn., has announced the
open audition dates for their upcoming production of the classic
John Steinbeck novel, "Of Mice and Men."
"Of Mice and Men" is the story of George and Lenny, two
farmhands traveling the depression-era countryside looking for
work. George is searching for work' so that he can buy his own farm,
as he acts as a guide for Lenny, a mentally handicapped giant — who
is strong as an ox, and does not know his own strength.
Their journey reveals the best and the worst that humanity has to
offer them.
Auditions are open to the public and run Dec. 2-3, from 7-9 p.m.
RCT is searching for nine men, ages 20-50, one African-American
man in his 50s and one woman in her 20s. The performance dates
are January 10-26.
Perusal scripts are available from the box office with a
$10 deposit.
For more information, stop by the RCT box office at 220 East
Center Street, Rochester, Minn. 55904 or call 282-8481.
The box office is open Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m.
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Theaters

Effects cast magic
spell into 'Potter'
Brian Gallagher
Film Columnist

"Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets"
Starring Daniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson,
Rupert Grint, Richard Harris, Alan Rickman,
Jason Issacs, Kenneth Branagh
Directed by Chris Columbus
3 stars out of 4
Why you should go: A great story, some great
supporting performances, decent direction and
some really cool special effects.
Why you shouldn't go: An annoying little elf
thing, and it's a bit long-winded.

There are several good performances in this
movie including Radcliffe as Potter, Watson as
Hennoine, Harris, who passed away last month, as
Dumbeldore and Rickman, who I'm a huge fan of,
as Snape. Rupert Grint is pretty good as Ron
Weasley, but he always makes this weird face that
is really annoying.
But the best performances in this movie are
from the two people I didn't even know were in the
movie: Jason Issacs and Kenneth Branagh.
Issacs is fabulous as Lucious Malfoy, the father
of Potter's nemesis Draco Malfoy.
Issacs just has a naturally creepy face that is just
perfect for this role. Branagh is great as well, as a
famous, cocky, yet unproven wizard who comes to
teach at Hogwarts this year.
The script is great as well with some great plot
devices, twists and a very good ending.
The screenwriter, Steve Kloves who wrote the
first movie's script, and will write the remaining
two scripts in the Harry Potter series, uses some
great dialogue to go along with the story.
The only problem is it's a bit long.
This movie came in at about 10 minutes longer
than the first movie, which was also a bit too long.
I know the books are quite lengthy, and there is
a lot to fit in to a movie, but there are still some
parts that could've been cut.The only other thing I
didn't like about the movie is there's this really
annoying elf named Dobby that makes Jar Jar
Binks look like Mickey Mouse.
We first see Dobby in the first scenes of the
movie and he is there to warn Potter of the danger
at Hogwarts. He looks like something out of
"Fraggle Rock" and sounds like my sophomore
biology teacher who would always refer to herself
in the third person. There aren't many things that
annoy me more than someone (or something)
referring to themselves in the third person.
Director Chris Columbus, whose career was
resurrected from such bombs as "Bicentennial
Man" when he was chosen to direct the entire
"Harry Potter" series, does a fine job in directing,
especially in the fast-paced quiddish game, which,
if you haven't seen the first movie, is a game that is
basically soccer while riding on brooms.
Columbus does a fine job with his actors and
actresses as well as the cinematography which is
handled very well.
"Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets'k is a
movie about friendship and loyalty. When I went
to see this movie, I was surrounded by what
seemed like eight billion 8 year-olds and their
mothers.
True, this is mainly targeted at kids, but if you
want to see an interesting, entertaining movie
about the magic world, "Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets" is definitely worth checking
out.

The Hogwarts Express is off and running again
which will more than likely reap hundreds of millions of dollars with the entertaining "Harry Potter
and the Chamber of Secrets."
"Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets"
chronicles the second year of school at the Hogwarts School of Magic, and its most famed pupil,
Harry Potter.
The movie starts out well with a swift opening
sequence involving an enchanted car that can fly.
When Potter and his posse get to school, they
find a cryptic message saying that the Chamber of
Secrets has been opened, and there is danger afoot
for all. So, of course, Potter, Ron (Grint) and Hermoine (Watson) have to find out what's going on
and save the day.
What I like the most about this movie, and the
first film, "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone"
is that they totally embrace the world that was created by the author of the books, J.K. Rowling.
I'm not saying that they are accurate adaptations of the books, because I haven't read them.
But what I mean is the world these characters
live in is portrayed very well, without giving too
much explanation of that world and letting the
viewers find out for themselves.
The world in question is that of the magic
world. There are tons of really cool scenes with
spells and things of that nature. One of my favorite
scenes is where Ron receives a letter from his
mother that is known as a "howler."
It's called a "howler" because when you open
it, the letter turns into a mouth and the mother's
Reach Brian Gallagher at brian754@
voice starts screaming at him.
charternet

Jamming at the Acoustic

Meghann Miller/WINONAN

Anthony Kesely performed at the Acoustic Cafe on Friday night. Kesely, who is
originally from Plainview, Minn., began playing guitar when he was 12 years
old. Kesely switched to the acoustic guitar when he was a senior in high
school and discovered the music of Bob Dylan.

Belgium is not as boring
as waffles and chocolate
Meg Stevenson
STUDY ABROAD COLUMNIST

Except on trains from
Amsterdam to Paris, no one
goes to Belgium. However, I
went to Belgium, and it was by
far my favorite country, other
than the Netherlands.
The nine other people in
my program, the director Steef
and I went to Brussels and
Brugge — two cities in Belgium — last week.
In addition to being the capital of the country, Brussels is
also home to the European
Union and the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization.
Unfortunately, it is only
home to the European Union a
third of the time, since the organization absurdly moves from
France to Belgium to Luxembourg on a regular basis (and
wastes a third of their budget
doing so).
Thus, when we visited the

US Mission to the EU (complete with Military Police and
an airbrushed, creepy, wrinklefree picture of President Bush)
we only stood a third of a
chance that the EU was actually
there.
The city of Brussels itself is
a lot more than waffles,
European governmental agencies and chocolate despite what
all the tourist T-shirts say.
We went out with our director and discovered that Belguim has six hundred types of
beer.
I tried white beer (fruity),
cherry beer (fruity) and loads of
dark beers (not so fruity). We
went to a beer hall where the
waiters held the bills on their
aprons with clothespins.
We also went to a bar completely decked out in the
surrealist styles of Salvador
Dali.
Nevertheless, the coolest
thing about Brussels is an area
we called Restaurant Row.

You walk down a narrow
street right off of the main
square, with tables on either
side and big sandwich sign
advertisements for every kind
of food imaginable: paella, fruit
de mare (seafood), pastas, pizzas, and of course steak tartar.
There was barely enough
room for one person to pass, so
it was slow going, especially
when hordes of elderly Japanese tourists wandered through.
Each maitre 'de would try to
recruit you, first using Dutch &
French (Brussels is multi-lingual) and then English.
On the train ride back to
Leiden (a dreary four hours), I
could not help but think of the
trip I will be taking in five
weeks, when I travel across the
North Sea, the Atlantic Ocean
and then finally snowy Wisconsin.
Reach Meg Stevenson at
bn 1 ange118@hotmail.com

Benefit concert to raise
funds for new equipment
Adam Crowson
WINONAN

The Prospect Park Players, a
world-renowned quartet, will be
performing in a benefit concert
for the Maxwell Children's Center, on Friday, Dec. .6, at 7:30
p.m. in Somsen Auditorium.
The Prospect Park Players are
composed of four musicians, all
of whom reside around the Midwest.
William Eddins, who lives in
Chicago, is currently the resident conductor of the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra and he was
the Principal Guest Conductor
of the National Symphony
Orchestra of Ireland in 2001.
Eddins, 4the quartet's pianist,
has performed with the Symphony orchestras of Atlanta, Cincinnati, and St. Louis, in addition to
his performances with his
Chicago Orchestra.
Eddins is the feature of a
recital for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra's Great Pianist
Series. •
Eddins' wife, Jennifer Gerth,
is the quartet's clarinet player.
Gerth, who is in her sixth year as
the principal clarinet with the
Duluth-Superior Symphony, is a
frequent performer in the Twin
Cities area, having performed in
ensembles in the Plymouth
Music Series and the Minnesota
Orchestra.
Gerth has also performed as a
soloist with the University of
Minnesota, where she is currently a doctoral student.
In addition to her education,
Gerth is an instructor of clarinet
at Augsburg College in Minneapolis and the University of
St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minn.
She also maintains a private studio.
Violinist Angela Fuller has
been the first violinist for the
Minnesota Orchestra since May

1999.
Fuller, a native of Seattle,
Wash., began playing violin
when she was three.
Having soloed with orchestras all across the nation, Fuller
has played with the East Texas
Symphony, the Seattle Youth
Symphony, the Chautauqua Festival Orchestra, the Cleveland
Institute of Music Symphony,
and the Minnesota Orchestra.
Norbert Nielubowski, a
native of Chicago, is the quartet's bassoonist. Nielubowski
has played in orchestras in Colorado, Chicago, Minnesota, as
well as the Hollywood Bowl
Orchestra.
Nielubowski has also worked
as a studio musician on various
motion pictures and CD recordings in Los Angeles and Chicago.
With members who have performed throughout the United
States and the world, in some of
the best music ensembles, it
might seem strange that this
quartet would choose Winona
State University for a performance.
However, two of the members have ties to the community—which is how the idea for
the benefit concert came into
being.
The Maxwell Children's Center, a child daycare provider on
campus, had the performance
donated to them by David and
Andrea Essar.
David Essar is a professor of
biology at WSU, and Andrea
Essar—who works for the
Winona police department—is
the sister of Gerth.
The Essar's had attended a
benefit fundraiser for brother-inlaw Eddins' Chicago Symphony
Orchestra.
At the fundraiser, the Essar's
purchased a performance by the
Prospect Park Players.

The Essar's then donated the
performance they bought, to the
WSU's Maxwell Children's
Center, as an idea for one of the
many fundraisers the daycare
provider is holding this year.
Over the summer, the Children's Centers playground
equipment was moved the south
side of Memorial Hall.
During the move, the Children's Center lost two pieces of
equipment.
The average cost of playground equipment, said June
Reineke, is $5,000 to $10,000
per structure.
The Maxwell Children Center's current fundraisers will use
proceeds to invest in buying new
playground equipment for the
children.
. The benefit concert will feature a little something for everyone. The quartet plans to play
"Sonata for Piano and Violin in
A Major Key 305," by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, as well as
Ludwig Van Beethoven's "Trio
for Clarinet and Bassoon, Opus
11."
Also on the program are
William Albright's "Nightmare
Fantasy Rag" and "Ebony and
Ivory" by Brian Chapple.
Eddin will be performing a
solo piece that he will perform in
December, when he appears in
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra's Great Pianist Symphonies.
The Maxwell Children's Center will be providing child-care
from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. on Dec.
6, to accommodate the parents
who wish to make a dinner date
before attending the concert.
Tickets cost $10 for adults
and $5 for students.
Tickets are available at the
Maxwell Children's Center on
the east wing of Maxwell Hall
and will be available at the door
the night of the performance.

Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN

Solveig Kleppe plays the french horn during the Winona Symphony Oratorio's performance of "King David" at Central Lutheran Church on Saturday night. The WSO
is directed by Winona State Professor, Harry Mechell.

FREE
FLU SHOTS
Limited. Supply: First come, first served
Must have a valid WSU student ID to receive
Free Shot!
November 19th 9-1 p.m. Purple Rooms
November 21' 9-1 p.m. Purple Rooms
$10.00 Charge to Faculty/Staff. Must have WSU ID
Student Health Organization and WSU Health Services, WSU Nursing Dept.

Contact WSU Nursing Department for info. 457-5120
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Seasonings

Fabulous parties require creativity
Your menu can be whatever you would like. To
When it comes to the exchange part of the cookgive you an idea, as well as help show how this ie exchange, how you do it is up to you. Some peogame will go, I'll use the menu from my first mix- ple will pre-package their cookies in groups of four
up party: salad, spaghetti and ice cream sundaes.
or five and hand a package to each of the other
Next you need a set of small dishes, containers, guests. Others will put all the containers out and
boxes or whatever for each guest.
guests will take a couple of each cookie type to add
Number your courses, such as salads = 1, to their containers.
Missy Teff
spaghetti = 2 and ice cream = 3. Throw a set of
In the end, you should go home with a sample of
numbers in 'container A from each set.
each
of the cookies the other guests made.
Food Columnist
Next, write the name of each item in the place
Make sure you have a gallon of milk waiting for
setting on sets of slips and put on set in each of the you at home.
remaining container Bs.
Anti-Winter Party
Therefore, each guest has a container with numFor some of us, a winter lasting four weeks
bers and a container with flatware and such (make would be plenty. In this case, there is no reason to
The holidays are a time of celebration. They're sure you know which containers go with which celebrate extended snowfalls, bundling up in layers
also a time of food. If you plan it right, you can guest!).
or shoveling our sidewalk three times a day.
combine both of those into one event.
When everyone has arrived and is seated at the
For that reason, you might as well bring back
Some holiday parties are no-brainers: New table, your job as host or hostess begins.
summer for a couple hours.
Year's Eve bash, Christmas gift exchange, cultural
From each container A, pick a course. From
If you can raise the temp in your apartment or
celebrations, Thanksgiving dinner, et cetera. each container B, choose a few things to accompa- house, that's the best place to start.
", You've got the theme, so all you have to do is ny it.
Send invitations with small drink umbrellas
throw in some assorted munchies and maybe a few
As it works out, Andy may be starting by eating enclosed. Encourage guests to wear summer
balloons or presents.
an ice cream sundae on a plate with a knife, while clothes (if the heat works), such as sundresses or
However, it's fun to take a side track from this Katie may be served spaghetti in a bowl with a board shorts. Play tropical music. Decorate with
theme and try something new.
glass of water, a napkin and no utensils.
beach blankets, Hawaiian leis and cutout pictures
Basically, any creative idea you have can be
Continue with remaining courses until all slips of suns. Rip pages from magazines describing tropturned into a party theme.
have been pulled.
ical vacations.
But I'll give you a few of my favorites to get
As you can imagine, it's very entertaining to
For food, think warm, as in warm weather. Sub
you started.
watch how people find ways to eat dinner. It is also sandwiches and chips are fine, accompanied by
Mix-up Dinner
entertaining and slightly messy.
soda and juice.
Dinner parties can be a very classy, formal
Cookie Exchange
Or put out an assortment of snacks in sand pails,
event, or they can be a continuous reason to laugh.
I have talked to many students on campus that sandcastle molds and coolers scattered around the
My first party like this was in grade school.
have already participated in cookie exchange par- room—just make sure you clean the sand out
You invite at least four guests, although it's ties. The set-up is simple: Invite a group of friends before adding food. Think about serving tropical
more fun with more people. Do not worry about and ask them to bring a bunch of cookies.
drinks, such as daiquiris or smoothies.
matching glasses, plates, utensils or anything
If five people are invited, you may ask each perThese are all just ideas to get you started, of
else—no one will notice anyway.
son to bring two dozen cookies. More people course. Party planning is all about creativity; as
Start by organizing a complete set of dishes for means more cookies.
college students, I know we're all pretty good at
each person: plate, water glass, bowl, set of silverIt's best to serve some warm snacks like meat- that.
ware, napkin, napkins and whatever else is neces- balls or cheese dip at the party, or even a simple
sary for the courses you're serving.
meal such as stew and fresh rolls.
Reach Missy Teff at fooddiva@hotmail.com

HUMPH, APPARENTLY THAT
EARLY QUIET HOUR THING ,
ONLY APPLIES TO THOSE
WHO AREN'T IN WITH
THE RA.

HEY, RUSTY, STARME,
GO INTO YOUR ROOMS I
KNOW FOR A FACT THAT
SOME CRITTERS IN YOUR
CUL'OE'SAC ARE ALREAbY
SLEEPING.

Rapper puts emotions on
display for his new album
Ted Evans
WINONAN

He relaxes in his living
room with his computer and
keyboard laid out in front of
him as if they were part of
the coffee table.
Micheal "Jazio" Brako
writes, produces, lays tracks
and even updates his own
website from his home in
Winona.
Jazio developed the seriousness for music at age 11,
and the determined musician
is bringing hip-hop music to
Winona State University this
Saturday.
His current album, titled

"Jazio
Blaq,"
contains
everything from reflective
mysterious rap to danceparty music to inner feelings
of himself.
On the track "Let it go,"
he describes the inner struggle of living a moral life
while trying to ignore wrong
solutions to the difficult situation with the lyrics: "The
seconds in my life/supposed
to be a lesson/leave me to
my blessn'/instead I'm
always stressn.'"
The follow-up track
"Kwame's prayer" expresses a subtler side of Jazio
with a prayer to God. With a
pulsating beat and sounds of

an orchestra's string section,
he sings: "If you see me take
my hand/pull me out the
gutta man/some days I don't
understand/is this part of
your plan."
"The album I have out
right now is to introduce my
talent. There are a few deep
songs on it and a couple of
party tracks," Jazio said.
The deep songs he refers to
definitely include the tribute
to his daughter.
After receiving a disconnected signal and grapevine
messages of his daughter's
move while in Florida, Jazio
exposes his heart with a
song dedicated to his daughter, Tajahya. The
soft background
beat and heavenly
organ music accentuate
the lyrics:
Hours
"Only one to ever
Mon-Sat 11am-9pm
love me, miss you
for that/now you're
Sundays llam-8pm
gone like the darkness/I'm living in
this world

pissed/when you get to hear
this/know you're truly being
missed."
The Baldwin Lounge, in
Kryzsko Commons, will get
a taste of Jazio with special
guest Mista J the Titan,
where he plans to give the
crowd a taste of his up-andcomings from his next
album.
"I hope people will be
able to relate to the music,"
said Jazio, referring to his
upcoming album, "Epitome
of a Blaq Man."
Other Winona hip-hop
groups, Sacred Writes, Hollowed Ground and Seventh
Street Coincidence are
expected to appear at the
show on Saturday.
The concert is sponsored
by Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity, and proceeds will go
to the Alzheimer's Association.
Look for posters on campus or ask a member of TKE
for ticket information.

Italy is just a few minutes away!

Weekly Lunch Specials
llam-4pm

Monday- Lasagna $5.45
Tuesday- Cannelloni $5.45
Wednesday- Manicotti $5.45
Thursday- Baked Mostaccioli
$5.45
Friday- Chicken Alfredo
$6.95
* Dinner Specials are also featured
at night.
*All prices not including tax.

Located at the Winona Mall.
452-9150

Ty' Ganglehoff/WINoNAN

Jazio, a rapper from Winona, will be
one of many performers Saturday, Nov.
23 in the Baldwin Lounge.

Try1114:
Lemonade Cookies
1 cup butter or margarine, softened
1 cr sugar
eggs3 cups a l-purpqse flow
1 taispoon baking.soda
1 6-oulice container
lemonadf concentrate,
(flawed
Additional sugar
In a medium mixing bowl,
beat together butter or
margarine and 1 cup sugar; add
eggs and mix well.
Stir flour and baking soda
together in a separate bowl.
Alternately mix these dry
ingredients and 1/3 cup of the
lemonade concentrate into the
sugar/butter mixture.
Mix well
Drop rounded teaspoonfuls
onto ungreased cookie sheets.
Bake at 400 degrees for
8 minutes.
Remove to wire cooling racks;
brush with remaining lemonade
concentrate and sprinkle with
sugar.

Ideas for techie
on your gift list
Treasure this moment, for this issue
ends a legacy of epic scale; it is my fourth
and final Holiday Gift Guide column.
Within these veneered walls you will
find how to classify the techie in your life
Michael
and what their perfect gift is.
Canavino
In order to find their gift, you must first
find their geek quotient by having them
Technology answer questions.
The more questions they answer corColumnist
rectly, the geekier they are.
So let's begin!
Q: What is the best swearword?
A:"frell!"
Q: Roeper is to Ebert as Crow is to?
A: Mike Nelson.
Q: A drunk is trying to pick a fight with you in a bar. What is the correct response?
A: Immediately raise your endurance and strength by rolling a 12-sided die.
Q: The LoTR movies weren't realistic because?
A: "Those were obviously not real Hobbits,' and "Liv Tyler was speaking Common-Elvish when she should have been using High-Elvish."
Q: The best use for neon light bars is?
A: "Inside your clear PC cases!"
If they answered one correct, they are obviously just beginning their road to
becoming a techie, so you should make that road more enjoyable by buying your geek
an MP3 player.
These little devices have become common-place now. I think I saw one on Burger
King's 99-cent menu. All are not created equal, however. Best-of-class goes to
Apple's iPod, for its sound quality, great design, and sturdy construction. The 10
gigabyte model runs $400, though.
For a simpler, and at least equally cool looking player, check out Creative's MuVo
which operates as a music player and storage device. To please the geek in your life
who answered two questions correctly, you can solve their memory problems; buy
them a USB drive this holiday season.
These key-chain sized drives plug right into a USB port and operate as a hard
drive, allowing you to move files off and on the drive. While limited in size, most
max out at 128 megabytes before the cost per megabyte gets too high.
Once you own one, you will never know how you lived without it. A
128-megabyte drive from Sony costs $130.
For those who answered three correct, they are further along the road to all that is
geek, and may need some extra power to finish the journey.
One option is an AC/DC power inverter. This small box allows your geek to plug
their laptop into a car/boat cigarette lighter jack or the power jack on an airplane.
These run about $50.
For even more mobility, an Electrovaya "PowerPad 120 External Lithium Polymer
Battery" is the choice that comes to mind. It is, simply, a giant battery for laptops.
Giving you 8-12 hours of juice ; the two pound weight is easily managed. IGo.com
will sell you one for $380.
Higher on the geek food chain, those on your shopping list who answered four correct are in need of flexibility, they approve of what is going on, and may one day
become true techies.
For this elite breed, the only option is a DVD burner drive.
Sony, known as the King of Incompatibility, decided to play nice for once, and
released a DVD drive that works with CD, DVD, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD+R,
DVD+RW, DVD-R, and DVD-RW.
This covers every format except for DVD-RAM which is currently in competition
with DivX for the Baldrich Worst Format Ever Award.
Currently, the only available option is an internal drive, but an external version
promised for release soon.
CDW.com would like $340 for this drive, and if it works as promised, it is worth
every
vihga-tbtiol I g.
et the techie in your life who knows everything?
Procrastinators everywhere rush madly to Radio Shack in hopes of finding the perfect gift, but they will not find it among CB antennas and M&M phones.
To find the perfect gift for your Xtreme Techie, you need to travel to Abt Electronics, either to their store in Glenview, Ill. or to abtelectronics.com .
You can pickup a plasma television/monitor such as the Sony Plasma Pro for a
mere $6,500.
Featuring HDTV capabilities, 1024x1024 resolution, it is only 3.375 inches thick.
If your budget is more in the ten Ramen noodles for a buck range, the D-Link wife camera may be more your style.
It's a wireless security camera which is IP-enabled. This means anyone can type in
the IP address, or unique series of numbers which make up website address, and view
the live video.
Check it out at http://www.dlink.com/products/DigitalHome/DigitalVideo/
dcs1000w/.
If $400 is still too much for the techie in your life, the games Hitman 2 and Morrowind: Tribunal are on shelves now.

Reach Michael Canavino at mcanavino winona.edu
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Score 'em
Football — 11/16
Warriors
UM-Duluth

25
42

Volleyball — 11/15-16
Southwest State
Warriors

3
2

Wayne State
Warriors

3
0

Watch 'ern
Women's Basketball
At Quincy University Tournament.
Hilldale, Friday, 5 p.m.
Michigan Tech, Saturday,
2 p.m.
Home vs. MSU-Mankato,
Tuesday, 7 p.m.
Home vs. Cardinal Stritch,
Friday, Dec. 6, 7 p.m.

Men's Basketball
At Mankato Classic Tournament.
Mankato St., Friday, 8 p.m.
SIU Edwardsville., Sat.
3 p.m.
At Florida, Nov.26-29.
U of Tampa, Tuesday.
At Eckerd College, Wed.
At Florida Southern, Friday.
HOME
vs.
Dec. 9, 7:30 p.m.

Viterbo,

Football
2002 Mineral Water Bowl
against Emporia State,
Saturday, Dec. 7, 1 p.m.
Men's and Women's Cross
Country
NCAA Div. II National
Championships at Ashland,
Ohio., Friday, 1 p.m.

Start 'ern

Duluth dashes
Warriors title
aspirations
DULUTH, Minn. — The
Winona State football team
missed a chance for their third
straight Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference championship,
when they lost to nationallyranked University of MinnesotaDuluth, 42-25, Saturday.
The defeat also ended the
Warriors' 20-game conference
winning-streak.
"We didn't play our best
game," said WSU coach Tom
Sawyer, "and they made big
plays when they had to. They
were a better team that day, no
doubt about it."
Coming into the game, both
teams were undefeated in conference play. Duluth needed a victory to go to the NCAA II national playoffs. Regardless of a win
or loss, the Warriors' fate of a
trip to the Mineral Water Bowl
was sealed.
According to Sawyer, this
didn't affect his team's attitude
or performance.
"When you're playing for a
conference title it's always a big
game," Sawyer said.
From the looks of the statistical column, the game couldn't
have been closer. Both teams put
up 466 yards of offense and the
difference in time-of-possession
was only 1:22, with the Bulldogs
holding the ball longer.
To Sawyer, a deciding factor
in the outcome was points-offturnovers. Duluth turned two
WSU interceptions into touchdowns.

"They converted on turnovers
and we didn't," said Sawyer.
The coach also said his team
had difficulty consistently
putting together offensive drives.
"At times we moved the ball
well and at others we didn't,"
Sawyer said. "Their defensive
line got after us and made us
throw more than we wanted to."
Running back Kevin Curtin,
who ran successfully all season,
was held to just 53 yards on 19
carries. Quarterback Bruce Carpenter was forced to pass 56
times.
"We were down two scores so
we had no choice but to throw
the ball," Sawyer said.
Carpenter led the Winona
State offense with 310 yards
through the air and 61 on the
ground. He threw for three
scores, one a piece to Curtin,
Adam Lilla and Jeff Dobbertin.
Running back David Cruz also
found the endzone on an 8-yard
rush.
Linebackers Jake Tietje and
Deric Sieck had solid games,
recording 13 and 10 tackles
respectively. Sieck also had an
interception with 5:18 left in the
second quarter.
The Warriors have three
weeks off before traveling to
Excelsior, Mo., for the Mineral
Water Bowl, Dec. 7. They will
face Emporia State.
"They're a good team,"
Sawyer said. "We're just going
to have to go out there and play
well."

Travis Leech
This year's only senior,
averaged 10.1 points per
game last year in only 17
minutes per game for the
Men's basketball team. His
field goal percentage was
just under 57 percent and
added 23 blocks to lead the
team.

"It's always been physical
when we play these games.
Today, they out-physicaled
us."
— Green Bay Packers
safety Darren Sharper after
losing in the Metrodome to
Minnesota 31-21 last weekend.

Count 'ern

0
Winona State volleyball
players other than Jennifer
Jepson to be named to the
All-Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference team.
Jepson received honorable
mention.

1
Ty Gangelhoff/WwoNAN

3
Difference in losses for
Brett Favre between Lambeau Field (12) and the
Metrodome (9) in his
career.

17
Days until the Warriors
football team takes the field
against Emporia State in the
Mineral Water Bowl in
Excelsior Springs, Mo.

41
Wins by the Vikings over
the Packers in their rivalry.
Green Bay has beaten Minnesota 40 times excluding
one tie game.

2004
Points scored by the
Women's basketball team in
the 2001-02 season. Despite
allowing just 1978 points,
the Warriors finished with a
10-17 record. They were
7-7 in home games.

Jepson, Morisette honored
after Netters lose last two
They thanked them for the miles they traveled
and for supporting them throughout the entire
WINONAN
season. The Warriors then put on a show for
It was a season of growth for the Winona State every one in attendance.
It took five games to determine the winner of
University's volleyball team, which came to an
end last weekend with two losses as the team said this match. However, Southwest stuck it out and
came out on top by taking the fifth game. The
good-bye to two seniors.
Wayne State defeated WSU 3-0 on Saturday. score of the final game was 11-15.
"Now that was good college volleyball. We
The Warriors made a valiant effort in game two,
but when they came up two points short, they are disappointed right now because of the loss,
knew it was only minutes before they would end but we are not disappointed with our performance. I truly believe that WSU is the best
their season on a low note.
"We were not thrilled with our court perfor- defensive team in the NSIC," Mettille said. "Our
mance, but neither team would have moved in the job is to sell entertainment. We did our job."
This was only the second game this season
standings from the results of this game," head
that
they have had to play a fifth match.
coach Connie Mettille said.
Mettille is now lookKeri Kreuzer led the
ing
forward to the next
Warriors with 14 kills. Jenseason, but first she is
nifer Jepson finished with
(Jepson and
excited about the off39 assists and 14 digs. The
season ahead of them.
loss put their overall record
Morisette) had the
This is where they get
at 11-20 and conference
to teach them the game
most to lose, but
record at 6-12.
unlike during the seaFollowing the match,
they embraced
son where they have to
seniors Jennifer Jepson and
teach them things for
Micki Morisette were honeverything with a
the next match. It will
ored for their endless hard
be an enjoyable time
positive attitude.
work and leadership skillS,
without
the pressures
on and off the court. They
for the next game. She
Connie Mettille
received balloons and tearfeels like the team is
ful hugs in an on court cerVolleyball head coach very close to turning a
emony following the game.
major corner.
"They had the most to
"We are a young team, so the future is bright.
lose after brin ging in a new coaching staff, but
they embraced everything with a positive atti- We feel like we are going to be a competitive
tude. These women led by example and had out- force next season. Big and amazing things will
standing work ethics and court performance," be happening," Mettille said.
With this season's performance, WSU has
Mettille said. "They got it done in the classroom
been drawing in some amazing talent. People,
and on the court."
Jepson, starting setter for the Warriors, was who were looking to go elsewhere, are now looknamed the 2002 Northern Sun Intercollegiate ing at Winona State. They want to be a part of
Player to Watch and she lived up to her title. She this program.
"I want to give a hats off to my assistant
finished the season with 104 kills, 1, 204 assists
coaches. They did an outstanding job recruiting
and 338 digs.
"It won't be easy to fill Jepson's spot because new players," Mettille said.
The new recruit's names will be announced
you know exactly what to expect from her every
next
week after final paperwork is completed.
game," Mettille said.
"The growth this team has made this season
Morisette, right side hitter, finished this seahas been exponential. We plan to spring board
son with 29 kills and three assists.
Before the beginning of Friday's match with off of that and become major contenders next
Southwest, the Warriors honored their families. season," Mettille said.

Ashley Roberson

Quote 'ern

Player selected as Libero of
the Year in the 2002 NSIC
Volleyball season. Allison
Boddy won the award — in
its second year of existance
— based on her overall
offensive contributions
including 4.34 digs per
game. The number ranked
her fourth in the NSIC.

Doug Sundin /WINONAN

Kaylan Lati spikes the ball against Southwest State on Friday night. The Warriors lost
in the fifth match before closing their year with a 3-0 loss Saturday vs Wayne State.

Kim Dreyer takes a pass during women's basketball
practice drills Thursday afternoon in Talbot gym.

Women's hoops team
addresses void left by
All-NSIC Reisner
Amanda Sipola
WINONAN

The Winona State Women's
Basketball team is looking forward to an exciting season, and
also a tough one. A significant
loss for the Warriors is Nicole
Reisner, who graduated. She
was last season's NSIC Defensive player of the year, ranked
second on the Division II
National list of steals, reached
1,000 points, and pulled into
third on WSU's All-time career
scoring list.
"A big challenge this season
is to replace Nicole," Head
coach Terri Sheridan said. "Any
of our players, new or old will
try."
The Warriors also have five
new recruits. "We have an outstanding freshmen team," said
Sheridan. Anna Heikenen-G
(Edina, MN), Anne Straate-C
(Postville, IA), Heather Peterson-G/F (Blaine, MN), Kelsey
Egli-G/F (Cedar Falls, IA) and
Heather Mansour-F (Woodridge,

IL) are the five recruits for the
Warriors this season. All five of
the girls have each received AllState honors for their home
states.
A WSU player to watch this
year, according to the NSIC Preseason poll is Jenny Johnson, a
junior guard, from St. Louis
Park, MN. "In the NSIC pre-season Coaches' poll, we are ranked
8th out of 10," said Sheridan.
"Minnesota-Duluth (3), Concordia-St. Paul (2), and Southwest
State (1), are all going to be
tough games for us." Southwest
state is also ranked 10th in the
National pre-season poll. "We
are going to have a tough, early
season," Sheridan said. The
beginning of December the Warriors play South Dakota State,
who is ranked in Division II, No.
2 in the country.
A new change this year is that
the Division 11 Women's Tournament will expand from 48 to 64
teams. The new format will have
eight teams from each of the
See WSU, page 10

College football's sequence of
schedule as important as strength
Brett Carow
Sports Editor

The college football season
is too short. While NCAA Division 1 play stretches out into the
first week of January, the vast
majority of schools close up
shop around Thanksgiving. The
Winona State football team's
season ends in the middle, on
Pearl Harbor Day, Dec. 7, this
year. That isn't too bad. Until
you figure they have zero games
between now and then.
At least they got to play

everyone in their conference
once. Just think if the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
was set up like the Big Ten Conference. The Warriors would
end up playing another game or
two against some "rebuilding"
team and perhaps miss out on
the chance to play some NSIC
juggernaut like ConcordiaSt.Paul or UM-Duluth.
Do the Minnesota Golden
Gophers really need to play
Southwest Texas State, ever?
It's always a good thing to win
42-0, but does it serve the purpose of readying the team for its
conference schedule? I'm
guessing that they would've
been better suited working at
KwikTrip for those three hours.
Sure, they wouldn't have been

on television or gotten their
names in paper, but all 40something Gophers could've
really helped sell those sandwiches that are always a bit too
soggy for some.
The U of M flew through its
non-Big Ten schedule with a 40 record and blew out its opponents by an average of three
touchdowns. In the first game of
the year they lost to a Purdue
team on the road that has only
two other conference wins.
With each team at 3-4 now, neither team should've really
blown out the other then. The
Boilermakers won 28-15 on that
late September Saturday. Perhaps, just perhaps, the Gophers
See Carow, Page 10
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Men's b-ball team using
QB's on display everyday a change of the guards
♦

Fantasy Fanatic +

Chris Yarolimek
Fantasy dude

4

his tender ankle was actually broken, it made
it even better. His 20-for-25, four TD game
was his best ever. Chad Pennington also
shined, going 21-for-26 with four TDs.
It seems anyone can get it done these days,
if you have the right offense, that is. Steve
Beuerlein came in for Griese and was a perfect
2-for-2 with a pair of TD strikes.
So what does this all mean for Fantasy
owners? I think it goes back to my philosophy
about drafting QBs, which is simply, WAIT.
Don't blow your first or second round pick on
that 20-point per week QB. Or even you're
your third round pick for that matter. In our
league Kurt Warner was drafted in the first
round and look where he is — in jeopardy of
never getting back on the field as a Ram.
There were 13 QBs with 20 or more Fantasy points this week. So in a 12-team Fantasy
league, there is definitely enough to go
around. And 20-point running backs this
week? Just three — Duce Staley, Ricky
Williams and Eddie George.
So McNabb, Maddox and Griese are down,
but at least two of their backups, the Steelers'
Kordell Stewart and the Broncos' Beuerlein,
will step right in and run the offense. Koy Detmer may struggle with the reins in Philadelphia, but otherwise, most teams even have
backups that can get the job done.
With playoffs just around the corner in Fantasy, use this week's injury bug as a reminder
to pick up some effective backups so if someone in your starting lineup goes down, you'll
be prepared.

It seems everyone is talking about quarterbacks after Week 11 in the NFL. Most of the
talk is about the three starters that went down
with injuries — Donovon McNabb, Tommy
Maddox and Brian Griese. Brett Favre had
another tough game in the Metrodome, Drew
Brees out-dueled Jeff Garcia in a game that
saw 93 passes thrown for 714 yards, and Rich
Gannon continued to roll with a 26-for-38 performance. Fantasy owners also took notice of
David Carr, who led all QBs with his 22-for30, three touchdown game. Two of Can's
scores came on the ground to help him to a 29
point Fantasy week.
Daunte Culpepper and Michael Vick each
had outings that mirrored each other on paper.
Each used their legs to rush for a score, with
Culpepper racking up 48 yards and Vick 55.
Their pass completion percentage was almost
identical as well, as Culpepper completed 13
of 26 passes and Vick 11 of 23, with each tossing two touchdowns.
So was it the week of the quarterback?
Reach Chris Yarolimek at
McNabb's performance was spectacular,
and when it was discovered after the game that cyarolimek@lycos. corn

a

On TV

a
■

QB — Steve Beuerlein, Broncos
Griese was one of the league's best passers before going down with an injury, but
many people think this it could have been Beuerlein starting all along. He'll fit in fine.
RB — Priest Holmes, Chiefs
It's hard to hesitate starting the league's second leading rusher against the worst
rushina defense. This could be one of the biggest rushing week's for anyone all season.
I3b Jerome Bettis, Steelers
R—
With Maddox out, Pittsburgh will have a whole new game plan from here on out. I
think the new game plan will include getting the Bus back on the road.
WR — Chad Johnson, Bengals
Cincy actually has an offensive threat other than Corey Dillion. Johnson is one of a
handful of receivers who have had three straight weeks in double digits in Fantasy
points.
WR — Amani Toomer, Giants
He had two of his best performances in his last two weeks, and the theme of "What
have you done for me lately?" comes up here. He's hot, so stick with him.
TE — Itula Mili, Seahawks
Led his team in receptions this week, and believe it or not, has been the most consistent of any TE over the last three weeks. Plus he has one of the coolest names in the
NFL.
K — Martin Gramatica, Buccaneers
For a guy that's made 19 field goals, he's always a good option. This week against
the Packers, it will most likely come down to a field goal, so he'll need to bring his A
game.
D — Eagles
ti
Second in the league with 12 fumble recoveries, and tied for 2nd with 31 sacks. The
offense may need a pick-me-up from the defense with McNabb out.

Portis, Harrison shine in Chris' Week 11 picks

0

QB — Tommy Maddox, Steelers
RB — Clinton Portis, Broncos
RB — James Stewart, Lions
WR — Laveranues Coles, Jets
WR — Marvin Harrison, Colts
TE — Wesley Walls, Panthers
K — Tim Seder, Jaguars
D — Packers

inj.,
A+,
B,
B,
A+,
D,
C+,
C,
/

Left game on a stretcher in 2nd half.
136 rush yds best of week, 188 total.
101 yards, didn't find the end zone.
Seven grabs for 114 yds. Good outing.
14 catches for 138 w/ 2 TDs! Wow!
21 yds on just two catches.
1 of 2 FGs, 3 XPs. Jag's won by 3.
2 picks, 2 sacks and a fumble, but no win.
4.7.nn'aV Aga*,

WSU

And with returning players
like Justin Radatzke, John Hopf
and Jon Urbach, Leaf has also
Don't blink or you might just made for a predominantly guardheavy offense.
miss them.
What's the sense in filling his
This year's Winona State Uniroster
with nineguards?
versity men's basketball team is
We bolstered our quickness,
faster, younger and more excited
than ever to start its conference without losing much height Leaf
said. And that is never a bad
action.
After a disappointing 2001 thing.
This whole team is really athseason in which the Warriors
didn't find any post-season suc- letic and we are going to use
cess and finished 10-9 in the their quickness and agility to our
Northern Sun Intercollegiate- advantage.
The Warriors don't seem too
Conference and 14-13 overall,
Winona State has done some concerned about their inside play
major recruiting that has the either, even after losing their
leading scorer, Jason Linzmeier
looks of an all-area team.
With first-year players like (14.5 ppg), to graduation.
Winona State will look to
Zack Malvik, Joe Ingvalson and
Travis
Leech, the only senior on
David Zellmann all on-board the
Warrior train, Coach Michael the roster, for some power underLeaf has successfully recruited neath, along with juniors Ryan
the top-three scorers in a twenty- Brinkman and Jeff O'Donnell,
and first-year player Brandon
mile radius.

Sara Greenlee

WINONAN

Continued from Page 9

Wednesday, Nov. 20th
Basketball
MIN at ATL, 6:30 p.m., FSN
PHI at MEM, 8 p.m, ESPN
College Basketball
WV at VT, TBA, ESPN2
Thursday, Nov. 21th
Basketball
HOU at DAL, 6:30, TNT
POR at SEA, 9 p.m. TNT
College Football
PITT at MIA, 6:30, ESPN

Carow
would've faired better if they
could've been tested earlier than
in their fifth game.
For comparison's sake, the
WSU football team did it right.
They lost two tough games that
really could've gone either way
to open their non-conference
schedule. The losses came at the
hands of Missouri Western State
College and North Dakota State
University. Preseason prognosticators had the Warriors potentially going undefeated and vying
for their second consecutive
NCAA playoff birth. The two
losses to, if not better, at least
equal teams might have helped
them do something they really
didn't want to do. Lose a conference game. At the time, WSU
had won 12 straight contests
against NSIC foes.
The Warriors topped Bemidji
25-23 in the first conference
game. A win is a win, but that
was downright scary for the
coaches and players. If WSU
hadn't prepped for the game by
playing, albeit losing, to stronger
foes, perhaps the outcome
wouldn't have been as favorable.
The flip side of the equation, a
parallel to the Gophers perhaps,
reared its head last weekend
when WSU traveled to UMD.
The Warriors prepped their
Duluth showdown with an ugly

Continued from Page 9
win at Northern State and six
blowout victories prior to that.
Sometimes your competition
or surroundings make you better
or worse than you really are.
Some people will say that they
can't affect you and that the talent will always shine through. If
WSU played Duluth earlier in
the year, say the second or third
NSIC game, they would've
probably won. The Warriors
were hotter then and still ready
for tougher competition. The
team didn't "look past" Duluth
last weekend, as some commentators might say. They simply
weren't ready for a great team
like UMD to convert turnovers
to points and not back down
from a good fight. This was the
first time in a few years UMD
hosted the Warriors and that is
also a factor.
So, where do all of these
questions, comments and ramblings lead us? To the BCS rankings, of course. An NCAA basketball-bracket type playoff system would be the best thing to
determine better who the real
football champion is. That'll
never happen. March Madness
would garner its name because
the Championship Bowl would
get over just in time for an Easter
egg hunt.
The BCS rankings take into

account who a team played
(strength of schedule), what the
polls think, what a bunch of individuals and organizations think
and what kind of upsets or "quality wins" a team has mustered.
This isn't such a bad way to
determine a national champion
until you remember that a computer is responsible for most of
the math. This way of measuring
achievement is sort of like
announcing that the next president will be decided based on
elections in thel2 most "respected" states, previous offices held
(critiqued according to who
those opponents were) and a
computer.
I think arbitrary voting is
always the way to go. Sure there
is error, but at least it's human
error. The error in the BCS ratings is that there is no accountability for a team's injuries and
intangible obstacles and who it
played when. Not to mention it
overrides the humans that vote.
The only way to sort it out
would be for everyone to play
everyone else. Short of that it'll
come down to a litmus test as
performed by a magical computer that serves as the NCAA's
electoral college. If only the season were longer.

Reach Brett Carow at
mrbaseba1198@hotmail.com

College Football
MINN at WIS, 11 a.m., ESPN
MICH at OSU, 11:15 a.m., ABC
RUT at NOTRE, noon, NBC
MSU at PSU, 2:30 p.m., ABC
AUB at ALA, 2:30 p.m., CBS
IND at PUR, 2:30 p.m., ESPN
WAS at WAS ST., 5:30, FSN
TX TECH at OK, 6 p.m., TBS
SC at CLEM, 6:45 p.m., ESPN
MISS at LSU, 7:30 p.m., ESPN2

Sunday, Nov. 24th
Basketball
MIN at NY, 6 p.m., UPN
Football
CLE at NO, noon, CBS
Green Bay at Tampa Bay OR
MIN at NE, noon, FOX
KC at SEA, 3:05 p.m., CBS
STL at WAS, 3:15 p.m., FOX
IND at DEN, 7:30 p.m., ESPN
College Basketball
MIA(OH) at MAR, 4 p.m, ESPN

Monday, Nov. 25th
Football
PHI at SF, 8 p.m., ABC

Hockey
SJ at PHI, 6:30 p.m., ESPN2
College Hockey
Lowell at BC, 6 p.m., FOX
Friday, Nov. 22nd
Basketball
TOR at PHI, 7 p.m., ESPN
LAC at DEN, 8:30 p.m., ESPN
PAtWAWALW
_

Final 2002 Standings
NSIC Football

UM-Duluth

NSIC All
W L WL
9 0 11 0

Warriors

8 1 8 3

Concordia-St.Paul 7 2 9 2
Bemidji State 6 3 6 5
MSU-Moorhead 4 5 5 5
Northern State 4 5 4 7
Southwest State 3 6 4 7
Wayne State 3 6 3 8
UM-Crookston I 8 1 10
UM-Morris 0 9 0 11

COSMIC :**
BOWLING
-tt

Monday & Tuesday Nights
9 P.M. till Midnight
$6
All You Can Bowl
(must have college I.D.)
Tuesday's 2 for 1 Burgers

NSIC Volleyball

NSIC All
WL WL
18 0 29 2
UM-Duluth
14 4 23 14
Wayne State
14 4 18 14
Northern State
Concordia-St.Paul 13 5 24 9
Southwest State 9 9 13 20
8 10 11 17
Bemidji State

Warriors
eight regions qualify for post season play. "This ence opening game will be two tough games
new format gives more opportunity," said Sheri- against Hillsdale and Michigan Tech," said Sheridan. The 2003 Elite Eight will be held at Missouri dan. "This opening weekend though will be a good
measuring stick for us."
Western State University on March 26-29.
"In combination with a solid number of the
Sheridan said, "We already have had two scrimmages this season, and in each there has been great returning and experienced class, as well as five
improvement." This next weekend the Women new recruits, this will be an exciting season," said
Warriors will be traveling to Quincy, IL, for the Sheridan.
Quincy University Tournament. "This non-confer-

Saturday, Nov. 23th
Basketball
NJ at MIN, 7 p.m., FSN

Stromer.
"O'Donnell has great mobility," Leaf said. "We can use him
on the inside and then push him
outside of the paint. That kind of
flexibility is hard to defend
against and we will definitely be
using that to our advantage."
Although this may be one of
the youngest team's WSU has
seen in a while, it also might be
one of the closest.
"We have great team chemistry," O'Donnell said. "And it's
great to be able to spend time on
and off the court as a team. We
may be primarily built out of
under-classman, but the sophomores gained a lot of experience
over the last year and our freshmen have no fear what-so-ever.
"Sometimes when I see how
fast these guards run up and
down the court, I'll just catch
myself watching in awe.
No doubt the fans will be too.

Westgate Bowl *
* 454-3133
(Please Call for Reservations)

6 12 11 20

MSU-Moorhead 6 12 10 20
UM-Crookston 2 16 6 25
UM-Morris
0 18 3 29

Football at
Jefferson Pub and Grill
Play QB1 Interactive Football Game every Sunday and
Monday Night. Predict the Plays while you watch the
Game! We televise all Vikings and Packers Games!
Bloody Mary Bar 11A.M.-3P.M.
SAT and SUN
South of the Border Tuesday
Sunday Night Special
7-Close in the SIDE TRACK TAP
Bucket of Beer 4 for $6
6 for $9
7P.M.- Midnight
$3.00 Appetizer

Monday Night Special

8-11P.M.
3 for $1.00 Tacos
$1.00 off Corona and
Dos Equis Bottles
NTN Showdown trivia at 7:30P.M.
$10.00 Gift Certificate to Winner.

NTN Sport Trivia at 6:30 P.M.
8-Close in the SIDE TRACK TAP
2 for 1 Appetizers
$1.00 off all taps-all sizes
Prize Drawings Throughout the
Game!

58 Center Street ♦ Winona, MN 55987* 507-452-2718
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Implications from oil leak affect legal actions
ithin the
last
week
there was an oil
tanker leaked in
the
Strait
of
Jacob LaRow
Gibraltar.
The
most
obvious,
Editorial Columnist and most urgent,
question that arises is the implication this has for
the environment.
No doubt there will be some serious, unfortunate and extensive damage as a result of this accident. But I don't write an environmental
op-ed piece. I'll leave that to Chris Benda to fully explain if he so
chooses. What really piques my interest about this event is if there is
a move to hold someone accountable for the accident.
Almost immediately Spanish officials arrested the Greek captain
of The Prestige, Apostolos Mangouras. They might charge him with
disobeying orders and harming the environment. It might seem like a
clear—cut case of domestic law, however, there are many agents that
could be deemed responsible for the accident. Gibraltar is a British
colony just off the southern coast of Spain. Also the ship is owned by

W

the Greek shipping company Mare Shipping Inc., registered in the
Bahamas and was loaded with fuel in Latvia.
Now we have at least one individual, possibly several companies
and countries that would seem to have some responibility for the
ship in one way or another. In addition to the captain being charged,
Spain is considering whether or not to pursue some legal action
against Britain or Latvia, and even Mare Shipping Inc. There are
several concepts that now come into play if Spain chooses to proceed with some form of lawsuit. The first being jurisdiction; that is if
Spain actually is in a position to sue from the standpoint that it was
injured or harmed. One must account for the location of the spill.
Was it in international waters or in Spain's coast? Even if it was in
international waters, could the oil slick washing up on Spain's shoreline give it legal standing to sue? If not Spain, then what organization could indeed do that?
Another aspect is responsibility and probably the most heated
debate already in determining who was at fault. As I mentioned
above there are numerous actors involved with the overall operation
of this ship. One being the captain in the actual movement, Mare
Shipping Inc. in operation, Latvia in loading cargo, and G.B. as the
administer of the strait. Who was responsible? Was it the captain
who steered it into the position that he did? Or perhaps was it the
international inspectors that didn't catch the need or repairs? The
ship was built in Japan, could they be held liable? That may sound

New renovations leave
Minne mismatched

ludicrous to you, as it does me, but just recently Boeing was being
sued as a result of a plane crash that might as well have been a result
of sub—par maintenance as opposed to design flaw.
What is important here is not necessarily the case itself, but the
concept of different people, countries and companies having legal
personality and the possibility of them being liable for environmental harm, even if by accident. It can be related to the United States
very easily. For example the concept of acid rain, could a country
like Canada sue the United States for compensation as a result of
acid rain that could be "linked" to our carbon emissions? The possibilities are endless, just as the interpretation of the tanker situation. It
could be argued that someday, possibly even tomorrow, some
national company or even the U.S. government could be sued over
something similar to this. Just as Bush is worried about the World
Court's perceived ability to prosecute U.S. soldiers, this too has possibilities much the chagrin of some American officials, of "violating
our sovereignty" if you will. Of course this doesn't mean it will even
be a bad thing? Why shouldn't people be held responsible for their
actions? It seems like a good thing, and it is, but it must be administered also in a responsible manner.
Reach Jacob LaRow at JLLaRow1003 @webmail.winona.edu
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inne Hall,
one of the
liberal
arts buildings on
campus went
years without the
Ryan Lynch
repairs and renovations it needed.
Editorial Columnist Why? Probably
because the liberal
arts get the least
amount of money
from
alumni.
Now,
however,
over the summer the building went through renovations. Let's take a
look at the new and improved Minne Hall.
The first and second floors are now modernized in the antiseptic
style. All of the offices and classrooms were removed and replaced.
All of the rooms share the same stark speckled white walls with new
tables and chairs and comfortable desks. These rooms are sterile and
silent, and very drowsy. I dare you to try and stay awake in one of
them.
There is new furniture, and all of it is blue! In the hallways are littered new blue large living room style chairs, the kind that your
father would fall asleep in watching reruns of Nash Bridges, with his
head tilted slightly back, his mouth and a rhythmic snore creeping out of his open mouth. And occasionally, between the new living
room chairs, are blue love seats; each just big enough for two students to curl up in after the last class is taught, the last professor has
gone home to pontificate and the last custodian has gone home to
relax; each just big enough for two tired and weary students to learn
more about each other; each just big enough for two students to
complete their general educations and to change their majors.
And wonders of all wonders, the clocks work! On the first and
second floor of Minne Hall, each face clock hanging on a wall reads
the correct time. And even more amazing, they are synchronized.
But, there is a crack in the image. If you walk out onto the landing between the floors, or the lobby, you will see the old Minne Hall.
You can still see the green-that-only-existed-in-the-seventies-andon-your-grandmother's-couch colored walls that run from the
ground of the lobby to the ceiling of the third floor. The first and second floors are insulated from this flashback only by a second set of
doors on each level that is the threshold between the old and the new.

♦

I congratulate photo editor Jenny Butler for
penning an insightful Op/Ed piece "Veterans
encourage more student interaction" in the Nov. 13
issue of the Winonan. Overall, Butler presents an
important message, arguing that Winona State students and the Winona community have much to
gain by interacting with local veterans. She also
points to the significance of Veterans Day and
directs our attention to Veterans Memorial Park — a
unique and beautiful asset in the Winona community. Students, if you have not yet made a trip
there, it is well worth both your time and a
moment of reflection.
While the overall message of the article is on
target, I believe Winona State University and its
history department were overly criticized, especially by Marine Corps member Gerry Krage who
was quoted in the article. Again, however, let me
say that I agree with his overall point that there is
much to learn from a conversation with local veterans. At the same time, as a department, we are
constantly looking for ways to connect with the
greater community and region. Concerning their
discipline, historians continually explore avenues
to make history relevant or "real" often involving a
healthy dose of primary source material and critical analysis that goes beyond pop culture's dramatized films. As one small way of connecting with
the community, dozens of my Western Civilization
(1815 to present) students individually traveled to
Winona's Veterans Memorial Park in the weeks
prior to Veteran's Day. Specifically, they were to
reflect upon the World War I Memorial and provide a brief summary of their feelings. Ironically,
the World War I Memorial contains the quote "The
War to End All Wars." Yet, one immediately
notices the other memorials and the long lists of
names inscribed on them. Many of my students
moved beyond the World War I Memorial, using
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On one side is the new generation; on the other is the old.
If you walk past the alluring loveseats and the comfort of the second floor lounge, you will ascend to the outcast history of Minne
Hall: the third floor. On this floor the seventies is king. Every room's
carpet and walls are colored in earth tone oranges, browns, and
greens. The furniture was all replaced with the same fare of the first
two floors; blue desks, chairs and loveseats. But these items seem
out of place, like yuppies in a hemp shop.
And the clocks don't work. The first clock you see when you
ascend the stairs has no second hand, but the minute hand moves like
a second hand, and the hour hand moves like a minute hand. Another clock has only an hour hand. One near the philosophy department
has no hands, with a sign hanging off of it, claiming it as proof that
there is no such thing as time.
The realization here comes when we remember that Minne is
middle aged. Minne Hall is having a mid-life crisis. The first and
second floor dress it up, make itself new, hip and young. But in the
stairwells we still see the aged frame that holds up the new designer
clothing. And the ultimate giveaway, on the third floor, is that there's
nothing covering up what's been lost up top.
Reach Ryan Lynch at building_man@yahoo.com
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the opportunity to explore the other memorials in
the park. In their reflections, they underscored the
sacrifices offered, while critically realizing the
suddenness and totality of death that wars bring.
Throughout many responses, students noted relatives who had served. Other poignant examples
reflected across the generations, recalling the disruption of life and sacrifices that wars brought to
their parents or grandparents' lives.
I would like to close by drawing attention to the
Veterans History Project. Authored by Congressman Ron Kind of Wisconsin and signed into law
by President Bill Clinton on October 2, 2000. The
Veterans History Project is an attempt to collect
and preserve the stories of America's war veterans
and those who served to support them. Although
the project centers on audio and video taped oral
interviews, a wide range of materials — including
letters, diaries, maps, photographs and home
movies — are welcomed. Moreover, the project
encourages exploration across generations, noting,
on its web page that interviewers "may be students
talking with veterans and home front supporters
within their local communities as part of a school
project." The American Folklife Center and library
of Congress are serving as repositories of the
materials, though the underlying goal is for communities to reflect upon, and not merely send
away, what is learned from the interviews. The
project includes World War I, World War II, Korean, Vietnam and the Persian Gulf War. Perhaps this
would be a good area to connect what appears to
be a genuine interest on both sides — student interest and Veteran interest in exploring interactions
across generations.
Professor Matthew Lindaman
Department of History
Winona State University
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Ramadan celebratory traditions
underway around the world
Afsina Yildiz
Editorial Columnist

A

lifestyle with addictive habits. One of the main
goals of fasting is learnina to thank god for all his
bounties, experiencing hunger
hunger
t'
and empathizing
with the less fortunate.
Ramadan starts with the first moon sighting of
the month and fasting is observed from dawn,
where the fast starts with Suhoor (predawn meal)
and is opened at sunset with Iftar (meal with
which fast is opened). The fast is opened with
dates and then followed by the evening prayer.
Ramadan is not only about refraining from eating but also a period of total devotion to God and
coming closer to him. It is a month of giving charity, purifying ones behavior and doing good deeds.
The last 10 days of Ramadan are very crucial and
important, especially the 27th night, which is
called the night of power or Lailat ul-Qadr. It was
during this night the verses of the holy book were
revealed to prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon
Him). Muslims stay awake the whole night and
read the holy book, as the Quran states that this
night is better than 1,000 months.
Fasting is obligatory to all able and sane adults
and travelers, old and sick are exempted from it.
One billion Muslims around the world observe
fasting and anticipate the three—day religious celebration Eid that marks an end to this month.
Ramadan started on Nov. 6 and is observed by
the Muslim students at Winona State University.
Best wishes of Ramadan to all Muslim students.

fter Halloween and Diwali we have another
occasion to celebrate not for a day but for a
month. That is the month of Ramadan.
Even though this pious month observes fasting,
it's a preparation for a major Muslim religious
occasion, Eid.
Ramadan is the ninth month in the Islamic calendar and fasting is observed for 29 or 30 days.
Fasting or Sawm in Arabic is the third pillar of
religious obligation in Islam and all Muslims are
expected to refrain from eating and drinking during this holy month. Fasting not only means to
abstain from food but also from addictive habits
like smoking, alcohol consumption and sexual
activities. This month is not only to experience
hunger and empathize with the less fortunate, but
also to break out from vivacious rigid life and over
indulgence.
Fasting has many benefits; it helps to control
the mind and body in a direction that is healthy
Reach Afsina Yildiz at ayildiz8990@weband clean. Refraining from addictive habits and mail.winona.edu
over indulgence helps in breaking from the rigid

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Sunday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include
your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty members
must include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include
full name and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space or content when necessary.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@winona.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line. They can

also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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City Brewery emerged in 1999, a couple years after the old G. Heinemann City
Brewery factory closed. Not wanting the excellent facilities to go to waste, two
men from New York reopened the City Brewery in 1999, but could only
sustain it financially for five months. Realizing the two men's vision, 12 local
investors took over in 2000. Since then, the brewery has been successfully
regaining its reputation for its excellent product.The factory has the capability to
produce 40 million barrels of different types of beer annually. Employing approximately 200 people, they make products regionally, nationally and internationally,
as far away as Korea. Although they have their own house beers, such as City
Lager and City Slicker malt liquor, City Brewery also makes and bottles such
products as Smirnoff malt liquor,
Mike's Hard Lemonade and Arizona Ice Tea. In all, City Brewery
manufactures almost 90 different
products. If you are over 21 and
ever looking for something a little
different to do on a dull weekend,
you can investigate this local
treasure for yourself Tours are
available almost daily, but call
ahead for times. Of course, the
reward for the tour is all the free
samples at the end!
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Left: City Brewery boasts the "World's
Largest Six Pack," which are actually beer
fermentation vats. You could drink a can of
beer every hour for 120 years, and you
would just finish off one of the vats in the
pack!
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Above: Guests are dwarfed by tall pallets of cans as they wander through the huge can warehouse, led
by a tour guide. City Brewery's can warehouse can hold up to 40 million empty cans, in 12, 16 and 24
fluid ounce sizes.
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Above: A statue of "King Gambrinus" stands
guard outside of the brewery. Gambrinus is a hero
of the beer industry as he is known as the first
person to write down the recipe to beer. The
plaque below the statue reads "Gambrinus, whose
real name was Jan Primus, was a valiant soldier of
the 13th century. This knightly duke was an
honorary member of the Brussels Brewers Guild
and is generally referred to as the inventor and
king of beer."

Above: In the "Mash Room," the grains and corns are brought in and
boiled with artesian water straight from 470 feet beneath the brewery.
These vats extend 15 feet deep below the floors surface. The new beer
spends about an hour and a half in this part of the process.

Above: The old control panel in the historic area of the brewery looks ancient but was actually
in use until 1981. Also housed in the old brewhouse are old copper kettles, one from 1949 and
one from the early 1900's before Prohibition. Both had to be hand-cleaned by having someone
lowered into the deep vats each night.

Above: When the leftover grain is separated from the water, the resulting mixture is called "wort." This fermented water is still bitter and
undrinkable, but the quality of the mixture continues to be tested at
every stage along the way.

Above: The raew control center in the brewery house established in 1982 has brought the
brewery up to speed with technology. From here, technicians can watch the behavior of all the
equipment and change its temperature or put it on cleaning mode.

